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EXECUTWE SUMMARY

Awareness of high school-college partnerships has increased,
especially in the higher education community, as evidenced
by increased numbers of partnerships, legislative activity, pub.
lications, news reports, foundation and agency support, and
conferences and panels devoted to the subject. While the
roots of the (often strained) relationships between high
schools and colleges go hack two centuries o; more, the
closer collaboration retluired for successful partnerships is
a relatively recent pheuomenon.

What Accounts for the Interest
In High Sch.- 1-College Partnerships?
Many factors ex:- lain the burgeoning interest in collaboration
including the (tonging student population, democratizatkin
of higher education admissions policies, students' frequent
lack of skills preparedness, awareness of a need for new mod-
els of inservice staff development for high school teachers,
and greater competition in college student recruitment. Addi-
tional factors include increased awareness of the need for
enhanced articulation between levels of institutions by :Idrnin-
istrators, parents, and state education department officials,
and an awareness that the challenges confronting conteny
porary secondary educationparticularly for at-risk students,
women, and minorities require a community effort in which
colleges have been asked to play a much larger role than pre-
viously reserved for them.

In the face of hicreased opportunities to consummate part
nerships with school systems, higher education institutional
decision makers must respond to several key questions
including: What are our institutional motives? Can our ex-
pertise be transferred to elementary and sewndaly school
seuings? Which partnership form is the correct torm for us?
Is this an opportunistic involvement created by external pres-
sures or inducements (such as grant opportunities), or are
we seeking a longer term relationship with requisite resources
klentitied to sustain the effort? Is the partnership consistent
with our perceived institutional mission? Can our institution
afford to risk failure?

Can High School-College Differences Be Overcome?
The MOVeMent toward partnerships has not been without
its natural impediments. Practitioners and researchers have
commented upon the dffierences in high school and college
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cultures. These differences have evolved from disparities in
institutional funding and resource, student bodies, teachers
and teaching (including teaching load, student characteristics,
source and availability of materials of instruction, academic

freedom, salaries and vacations, teaching amenities, teaching
qualifications, valuing performance. and rewards), faculty
role in decision making, and institutional leadership style.
These factors, combined with the historical separateness of
our loosely coupled systems of secondary and postsecondary
education, have led in their most benign form to a lack of
mutual understanding. More invidious manifestations can
result in an active distrust between high school and college

faculty and administrators.
Fortunately, a gr(uwing body of ctullaborative experience

demonstrates that these factors can be overcome with appro-
priate planning and sensitivity to divergent, as well as con-
gruent, institutional golds and cultures.

What Forms Do Partnerships Take?
Examples of high st.hoolcolkge partnerships include
concurrent-enrollment mtudels; enrichment, compensakiry,
and motivational designs; Academic Alliances and other
teacherkyteacher approaches; preservice teacher educati(nu;
mentodng/tuk wing models; and school improvenwnt and
restructuring eff'orts.

mcurrent-enn Alment models pr(Wide an opptwtunity
for high school students to engage in collegelevel courses,
usually for simultaneous high school and college credit.
Examples of the model include the College Board's Advanced
Placement. Program and Syracuse Universitys Project Advance,
both designed to serve students who show well-above-average
academic ability; la Guardia Community ulkge's Middle
College tligh School, fir students at risk; Minnesota's Post
secondary Enrollment Options Program, fin- students of all
ability levels; and Virginia's Master 'n:chnician Program for
technical students.

Other partnerships focus on enrichment, compensatoty,
and motivational concerns, ofien for students who are at risk
( urban and rural poor, for example), underrepresented
( %%Innen in science and minority group members), or tra-
ditkunally not well served thrtkigh ctniventk mai prtugrams
(such as gifted or talented stullents). Programs representative
of these types ir,lude the t!niversity of California's MESA,

ii' 6



Colorado Community College's Partners Pft)gram, and the
Center tbr the Advancement of Academically Itkilted Youth
at Johns Hopkins University.

Academic Alliances and other kinds of teacher-to-teacher
partnerships, through which high school and college faculty
jointly discuss a variety of subject-area issues and concerns,
also prevail. The Greater Boston Foreign Language Collabo-
rative is an excellent example of the Academic Alliance move-
ment. The National Writing Project, the Atlanta Public Schools
project with the National Faculty, and zhe Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute are other examples of teacher-to-teacher
partnerships.

Other partnerships have developed in the areas of pre-
service teacher education (such as Cleveland State University's
teacher training centers); student mentoring/tutoring pro-
grams ( for example, the University of Akron's Kenmore Proj-
ect ); and pannerships which have as their objective school
improvement or restructuring (Mississippi's Project '95 and
the College 13()ard's EQ Mcxlels Program fc)i.
Collaboration).

What Issues and Actions Should an Institution
Consider When Contemplating Involvement
In Partnerships with High Schools?
Five steps are key to the development of any high school
college partnership:

klentify the student population and program goals
Contact local high schools and school districts
Determine costs
Develop community support
Evaluate for program improvement

Because the field of high school-college partnerships still
is actively developing, significant research issues remain to
be addressed. These issues tend to fall into three major areas:
descriptive, procedural analysis, and outcomes analysis.

Unless a sound sense of thc realistic anticipated outcomes
of high school-college partnerships can be established, their
future viability cannot he assured; nor, perhaps, can they even
appropriately be justified apart from the accounts of their
many supporters.

Schxd-College PartnerAps
t.
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FOREWORD

It is not particulady noteworthy that Charles Robb, Democratic
senator from Virginia, and William Bennett, Republican and
former secretary of education, have both supported the con-
cept that if higher education institutions raised their admission
qualifications, high schools automatically would raise their
standard of education. What is noteworthy is that they both
intuitively recognized the importance of the interrelatkmship
between colleges and high schools. Quite simply stated, qual-
ity of collegiate education is influenced by the quality of high
school education and vice versa. The future of each is depend-
ent on the performance of the other.

This interrelationship is not new; it just has been ignored.
The United States did not have universal higher education
until the turn of the century. L Jp until this time, higher edu-
cation institutions played a major role in nurturing curriculum
development in and setting standards for high school edu-
cation. During his tenure as president of the University of
Michigan (1852-1863), Henry Tappan worked with the Mich-
igan public schools to establish mutually agreeable academic
standards. In doing so, he set a precedent for future partner-
ships between higher education and public high schools.
Somehow, the strength of this link between colleges and high
scho( )Is kIS dwindled since the 1920s.

One obvious interrelatkmship between colleges and high
schools lies in teacher training. Most schools of education--
if not all- --have some sort of practicum or clinical experience
that places their students in a classroom. However, the schools
don't take advantage of the practicum to update faculty on
the actual issues 'Awing their subject high school teach-
ing- as. ti)r example, do medical tkulty at their teaching
hospitals. Few, if any, schools of educatkm mandate that their
faculty spend a minimum amount of time in actual practice.

Less obvious, but equally impc)rtant: An interdependent
relationship involves a:l the academic areas of undergraduate
educati(m. If, as is so often reported, the quality of under-
graduate educati( n is significantly limited because entering
students are poorly prepared, then it wq)uld seem logical that
the faculty in these areas would work directly with the insti-
tutions responsible for developing these students. It is ironic
that higher education institutions don't plant the seeds tbr
the high quality students they desire!

In this monograph, Arthur Richard Greenberg, superin-
tendent of Schools at Community School District 25 in

lli,c9)Sch pot College Parinersl.ups
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Queens, N.Y., and former (lean for freshman skills at Guardia
)mmunity College, City University of New York, begins with

an overview and history of high sch(x)lcollege partnerships.
He gives significant attention to the cultural discontinuity
that exists betwe.en high school and college cultures and to
the differences in institutkmal funding and resources, student
bodies, teachers and teaching, faculty roles in decision making
and institutkmal leadership styles. The report highlights sev-
eral nu)dels actually in use, including concurrent-enrollment
models; enrichment, compensatory, and nunivational designs;
Academic Alliances and other teacher.to-teacher approaches;
preservice teacher educatitm; menuwing/tutoring mt.dels;
and schtx impuwement and restructuring efforts.

CA Aleges and high schools do not exist separately; they
are interdependent. If this interdependence is recognized
and nurtured, a powerful synergy can develop. If this inter
dependence is ignored, both areas suffer. Colleges need to
establish within their academic culture the legitimacy of devel-
oping closer academic ties with high schools. Conversely,
high schtx As need to be less defensive as they wt)rk out part-
nership arrangements with colleges. These partnerships are
not only desirable, they are necessary. For those who rec-
ognize this need and those who %%IA to refine the partner
ships of the future, Dr. Greenberg's report is greatly useful.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Edit( w, kssor, ind
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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HIGH SCHOOL-COLLEGE PARTNERSHIPS
GAIN INCREASING ACCEPTANCE:
A View of Contemporary Educational and Political Forces at Play

Evidence of High School-College Partnership Interest
A cursory look at today's education scene evokes the correct

sense that high school-college partnerships are a topic of

major interest. Indeed, this monograph was developed as the

result of an ASHE-ER1C poll of college administrators who

were asked to denote pressing areas of concern.

Interest in these partnerships is ascending in higher edu-

cation circks. Fadors such as increasing numbers and sizes

of existing partnerships, pertinent action by state legislatures,

new foundation suppim for partnership replication efforts,

and secondary and pomsecondary school-reform efforts all

have helped to place high school-college partnerships on the

"action list."
The recent growth of partnership formsand the creation

of new oneshas been well documented. Thi.s monograph

focuses on several firms, including ccnicurrentenn4Iment

models, compensatory education models, Academic Alliances,

and preservice teacher education, among others. One of the

oldest partnership pnigranis, the College Board's Advanced

Placement Program, has increased in size to the point at which

nearly 300,000 students take about 425,(X)0 AP examinations

annually (College Board 1989), representing a threefold

increase over the previous decade (Number of Students 1985).

Syracuse lJniversity's Project Advance and the College Now

programs, both dmicurrent-enmiiment programs, have
increased the numbers of sites at which their programs are

offered as well as the numbev of swdent participants (Wilbur
1984: Greenberg 1987 ). The same may be said of Minnesota's

Educational Options program (Berman 1985; Randall 1986).

The number of school districts and college faculty who par-

ticipate in educational alliances steadily has increased (Gross

1988; Bagasao 1990).
Legislative actions also indicate an increased interest in part-

nerships. Several states, perhaps most notably Minnesota and

Florida. require colleges and local school districts to neoiate

axicurrent- ennillment plat is, alhming high sclux4 students

Lto take college courses without tuition expense (Florida
Administrative Code 1983; Randall 1986). Other states spe-

cifically have funded high school-college partnership effiwts.

For example, New York State has funded College Nuw, Middle

Colleges, and mentoring efforts, as well as the $30 million

mph Schotil-Calkqe Partnerships

Legislative
actions also
indicate an
increased
interest in
partnerships.
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Liberty Partnerships Program (College Option 1985). In Cali-
fornia, CAPP (California Academic Partnerships Program) has
focused the attention of high school-college teams at 19 sites
on improving the academic preparation of junior and senior
high school students. Money allocated by the state legislature
supports this effbrt ("Mainstreaming" 1990).

A very short list of the many foundations, both large and
small, local and natkinal, which have suprxirted investigatk M1
in the field of high school-college partnerships includes the
following: the Ford Foundation, which ha.s supported eval-
uation and replication of the Middle College model design
through technical support and ccnferences (Lieberman 1986);
the MacArthur Foundation, for its support of the work of the
Educational Alliance movement in which Claire Gaudiani has
been a key player and advocate (Gaudiani and Burnett 1986;
Vivian I985a; Ascher 1988); the Diamond Foundatkin, which
has supported the work of community college exploratkin
in the field of teacher preparation; and various Carnegie-
affiliated groups that have supported conferences and pub-
lications dealing solely or in part with the topic (Carnegie
Council 1979; Carnegie Forum 1986).

The school reform movement has considered the potential
significance of high scluxil-college partnerships. The folk
ing commentators and organizations have remarked on the
need to restructure high school-college relationships as a
route toward school reform: Ernest I.. Boyer ( 1983, 1987).
John Goodlad (1988. 1989), and the National Association of
Seccindary Scluxil Principals (AMIE et al. 1986).

Erom the publishing field also comes ample additional evi-
dence that the new fix:us (in high schocil-college partnerships
is widespread. A recent computer search using the phrase
"college school cwperation" of articles in periodicals in the
ERIC system since 1976 using the phrase "college-school
cooperation" of rwriodical articles in the ERIC system since
19Th produced more than 1,000 references. The number of
recent publiotions focusing on high schciol-college
ships far exceeds the space limitations of this section for their
hill citation. Suffice to say, however. that the tickl has been
the concern of scholars, educathinal reformers, theorists,
researchers. and journalists, and many of their works will be
cited thniughout this numograph.

Prokssional groups, foundations, and agencies concerned
with both the secondary and postsecondary levels also have.

19



made partnerships a frequent subject for conferences. Sig-
nificant related events during the last decade might inckide
a meeting in 1983 of chief state school officers and college
university presidents titled "School and College Partnerships
in Educatkm," sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching (Watkins 1983), and a conference,
"The School-College Connection," jointly sponsored in 1984
by the National Association of Secondary School Principals,
ACE, and the American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers (Thomm)n 1984).

One also might wish to include the conference "School-
College Partnerships: The State of the Art," held in 1985 in
Minneapolis and sponsored by F1PSE, the Academic Skills Proj-
ect of the l!niversity of North Dakota, AAHE, and the Council
of Chief State School Officers (The Scluml.College Partner-
ships 1985). In June 1990, a new annual event was created,
jointly lumed by the AAHE and The College Board. Called
the Conference on School/College Collaboration, it was held
in cooperation with the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, the Education Commisskm of the States,
and the Council of ChiefState School Officers (Albert 1990).

Virtually all other major secondary and postsecondary Less(
ciations have sponsored individual sessions on the topic at
their national and regional conferences.

Partnerships: Why Now?
As with so many policy issue's, the heightened interest in high
school-college partnerships cannot be traced to a single trend,
event, indivklual, gn alp, or institution. Rather, the confluence.
of several of these factors over time has resulted in the current
interest in these partnerships. Several issuesall in some way
tied to scluml rekirm efforts-- are seminal to the current spurt
in partnership growth and thereforeworthy of discussion.

Carnegie raises issues old and new
ln 1967, the Carnegie Kmndation for the Advancement of
Teaching founded the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-
cation. The work of these two bodies as well as the work of
related organizatkins has raised concerns about and changed
the nature of the high school-college partnership debate and
the school reform mcwentelit over the upcoming two decades.
The commission's reports in 1971 and 1973 provided a new
focus on some longstanding issues such as the discontinuities

High School cb/legt, Partnerships



among all levels of education as well as some new issues:

curriculum redundancy and significant changes in the sec-

ondary and postsecondary populations.

Curriculum redundancy. The issue of curriculum redun
dancy or duplication was not unknown prior to the Carnegie

Commission reports. It had, however, only occasionally

become a point of contention as both secondary and post-
secondary educators found it in the interests of their respec-

tive preserves to address curriculum concerns autonomously.
Each group resisted mightily outside attempts to prescribe

the elements of a standard education. Both felt that whenever

possible these were deciskins that were better left to

institutionallevel deciskm making.
Yet the research shows that left to their own devices, sec-

ondary and rxistsecondary institutions often develop curricula
that overlap, especially for the last two years of high school

and the first two years of college (Carnegie Commission 1973;

Casserly 1965; Snyder 1974). While some repetition might

be desirable, especially for students who have basicskills
deficits, research shows that curricular redundancy seems to

occur more often for students of superior ability than for stu-

dents with poorer academic records ( Eurich and Stanton

1960).
Several researchers have examined the extent of duplication

in high school and college study. One of the earliest to inves-

tigate this area was Osborn, who found that between 17 per-

cent and 23 percent of high school English, history, and phys.

ics topics were repeated in college ( 1928). "General
Education in Sdiool and College," a comprehensive study

of the curricula of six high schools and six colleges, revealed
"questkinable duplication, wasted time, and damage to stu-

dent interest and academic motivation" in histoty, literature,

and especially in the sciences (1952, p. 7).
Enrollment data and tuition costs indicate that $420 million

were spent in 1965 to teach courses in colleges that already

had been taught in high schools (Blanchard 1971). Observing
the increases in the Consumer Price Index over the last quar-

ter century, this translates into more than $1.5 billion today
(Statistical Ahstract 1986).

Changing student population. The changing student body

also has been a key ingredient in the recent debates. The

-1
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regents of the University of New York in 1974 stated: "Many
young people are physically, socially, and intellectually more
advanced today than their parents were at the same age."

With new concerns about educating a more mature and
intellectually advanced student lxxiy, points of curricular
redundancy rife in the air, and the more than century-okl
issue of the discontinuity between high schools and colleges
about to come once again into the public arena, artiL'ulation
became an issue whose moment had arrived.

Recent trends in school-college articulation

Factors fueling school reform debate. It is perhaps not
coincidental that debate over high school-college relation-
ships should take place in an era of renewed scrutiny of the
ITS system of educatk)n. Additional factors that were involved
in creating an active audience (Or the debate included de-
clining college ennillments (Breland 1986; Rvi)-Year CiAleges
1986), increasing college tuition costs, public reluctance to
support increased secondary school spending (Hymes 1981),
a general teacher shortage (Carnegie Forum on Education
and the Economy 1986), and an acute minority teacher short-
age (Quality Education for Minorities Project 1990). A series
of reportsin particular, A Nation at Risk ( Natk)nal Commis-
sion on Excellence in Education 1983)heightened public
perception of the crisis in our schools.

Concomitant has been the theme of concern for minority
access and equity in secondary and postsecondary education.
This concern has been reflected in a number of major reports
and projects including School/Colkwe Collaboratim: Teaching
At-Risk }bull) (Thum and Magrun 1989) and the Carnegie
Onporation-supported Quality Education for Minorities Pro-
ject ( 1990).

High school-college partnerships: a recurring reform
theme. The wideranging set of public secondary and post-
secondary education aactions commonly cited includes lack
of public suppcirt, budget crises, staggering dn)pout rates,
limited minority retention and graduation rates. an aging fac-
ulty. an extremely limited pool of potential teachers from
minority groups, few minority iliictorates being pn)duced
(and still fewer in mathematics and hard sciences), the rela-
tive absence of teachers voices in decisions affecting their
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professional lives, the changing demographics of the public
school student body, and the concern about redundancy
between high school and college instruction. What begins
to emerge from the various viewpoints about these problems
is a common perception that high school-college partnerships,
combined with other strategies, can play significant and varied
roles in solving these problems.

In light of this surging trend, one might query why it has

taken so long for high schools and colleges to team up. To
understand this phenomenon, we must kmk to the origins
and nature of the historical relationships between secondary
and postsecondary institutions in our nation's very loosely
linked educatk mai system.

()
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THE HISTORY OF HIGH SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE RELATIONSHIPS: A Legacy of Distrust

Partnerships in Practice
The literature on high schotA-college partnerships is replete
with less than optimistic but colorful descriptions of obstacles
to attempts at articulation between high schools and colleges.
The American educational edifice has been described as being
built upon a kind of San Andreas Fault, with schools and col-
leges residing on either side of the fault line (Frost 1972).
Snyder (1974, p.1) refers to a Maginot line, Stanfield (1981,
p. 45) in a mixed metaphor, describes a "gulf. . . . oceans wide
and decades long," Greenberg (1982, p. 79) speaks of an
abyss, while Boyer describes "a game of tug of war in whi- h
schools and colleges are adversaries" (1983, p. 225).

The discovery that colhboration does not occur naturally
across institutional lines neither is recent nor trivial. As this
chapter will demonstrate, recognizing partnerships as unnat-
urally occurring phenomena has provided the impetus for
most of the significant events that have occurred in the arena
of school-college partnerships since 1855.

School-College Articulation: A Historical Perspective
After the American Revolution, this nation's educational insti-
'iutions at the secondary and postsecondary levels developed
nearly totally independently of one another. Early educators
eschewed centralized control, yet heavily were influenced
by European traditkms still highly esteemed in the newly
formed United States. little overriding control was exerted
by the statesstill less from the federal government. Edit-
cath ig beyond the level of basic literacy was the nearly exclu-
sive province of the social elite and the privileged (Bender
198(). As a loosely coupled enterpriseone that resists a
national consensus on process and outcomes- -education still
is very much a current concern despite the intervening cen-
turies of heated debate (Chira 1991).

Nearly 80 years later in 1855, the New England Association
of College and Preparatory Schools was formed to improve
communication, admissions procedures, curriculum coor-
dination, and high school certification among member
schools ( Menacker (975). This was the first of many events
which initiated what the Carnegie Commission called "the
search for a coordinated systenl" ( 1973, p. ).

Individual states also were beginning to see the wisdom
in asserting some order on arrangements between schools
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and colleges. Stud cites as two early examples Michigan for
its 1870 effort to set admissions standards for high school
graduates seeking admission to the University of Michigan
and New York for its attempt to standardize the college-
preparation curriculum hy creating in 1878 a comprehensive
system of statewide Regents Examinations (pp. 15-16).

In 1892, the Committee of Ten (Rippa 197j, p. 307) issued
its widely distributed report recommending that secondary
schools strictly adhere to a uniform coliege-preparatory cur-
riculum (Menacker 1975, p. 15). The report also recom-
mended the Carnegie Unit he adopted, even though the Car-
negie Foundation's committee stated quite specifically that
-in oninting [units of credits), the fundamental criterion was
the amount of time spent on the subjeLt, not the results
attained" (Gerhard 1955, p. 658).

In another attempt to standardiz.e the college admissions
process, in 1910 the Middle States Association was formed
in part to develop external exams for member colleges to use;
this led to the creation of the College Entrance Examination
13(mrd.

Partially in response to these associations, the Committee
of Nine was formed in 1910. The committee advocated less
rigklity in the college-preparattny high school curriculum and
the development of a more general concurrent program in
high schools applicable to an increasingly diverse student
population.

In 1926, the College Entrance Examination Board intro
duced the Scholastic Aptitude Test and suggested that colleges
use it in place of the external examinations they traditionally
had used to determine swdent preparedness for admission.
The use for the first time of a normed test of "general apti-
tude" was a historic event and seemed a way to satisfy the
colleges need to assfms students who came increasingly from
diverse high school curriculum experiences. Because the test
was general in nature- -especially when compared with the
highly idiosyncratic external examinatic ms.- -high school edu-
cators believed they coukl offer students a flexible curriculum
and still prepare them adequately for the SAT. The SAT gained
steadily in national acceptance, and by the 190s it generally
was used (Menacker 1975, p. 18).

While secondary school educators believed a more flexible
route to a high school diplonut was the correct one, empirical
evidence to support this belief was not yo available. In 1930,
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the Progressive Education Association appointed the Com-
mission on the Relation of School to College; this commission
ccv-i Jucted what came to be known as the EightYear Study.
Surprisingly, the commission found that high school students
who had learned under a nontraditional curriailum were
superkir to their college-preparatiny counterparts in nearly
all matters under study, including scholastic average, grades,
honors achieved, motivation, curiosity, rates of graduation
from college, and postcollege plans (Rippa 1976, p. 323 ).

Th impact of the findings of the Eight-Year Studyespe-
cially on the postsecondary vviirkl-------was profound. Acwrding
to Menacker, "It demonstrated that secondary schools were
competent to develop their own curricula for a diverse high
school population that included the college bound. Colleges
did not have to direct the high schools as if seconilary edu-
cators were less intelligent ciimponents of the educatkinal
system.. . . Teachers at both levels came to realize that neither
approach to admissions fully resolved transitional problems
and that the best milutions wl told he realized only through

kiperative efforW ( 1975, p. 17).

Ear0 departures from "12 + 4"
Nearly all of the history recounted thus far has dealt with the
way high schools and colleges worked at ktshioning a lexicon
and syntax for articulation. The need fiw clear communication
became evident to both sets of institutions as they observed
the increasing number and growing diversity of students in, w-
ing tin to college from high school.

Prior to the early 1950s, however, only a few historically
noteworthy efforts had been nit milted to examine the basic
structure and assumptiiins of the "12 + -4" arrangement of pre
collegiate and postsecondary study. These efforts, the Three
Year Program at Harvard (Van Gekler 1972); Johns Hopkins'
Three Year Collegiate Program (Spurr 1970; licrsi 1973); and
efforts at the ltniversity of Chicago (Spurr 1970; Stoel 1988),
involved the concept of acceleration, defined by Pressey in
1949 as "pro igress thniugh an educatitinal [in twain faster or
at ages younger than conventit

These prtigrams as well as later experiments in the 1950s
invtilved an exclusive subset of the student pi tpulatit HI: the
academically gifted.

The use for
the first time
of a normed
test of
"general
aptitude" was
a historic
event. . . .
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Models of student acceleration in tbe 1950s
The onset of the Korean conflict in the early 1950s and the
deepening Cold War between the United States and the Soviet
Union heightened the urgency to increase military and tech-
nological development and led to a call for the universal con-
scriptkm of all 18-year-okls. In response, colleges pressured
high schools to accelerate high-performing students into col-
lege at earlier ages (Maeroff 1983, p. 15).

Five models for student acceleration were underwritten
by the Ford Foundation through its Fund for the Advancement
of Education. Each model is described in the fund's report,
"Bridging the Gap Between School and College" (1953).
Three projects are particularly noteworthy. The Program for
Early Admission to College dernolistrated that gifted 16-year-
old high school students could enroll full time at rigorotis
colleges and succeed academically (the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education 1957; Miller 1968). The Harvard/Exeter
Program and the Kenyon Plan (Townsend 1980) led directly
to the creation of the Advanced Placement Program.

In 1955, the Advanced Placemont Program came under the
tbrmal aegis of the College Entrance Examination Baard.
blay it stands as the single largest program of its kind in the
nation (Hanson 1980, pp. 10-11).

A truce in the articulation wars:
Something for evetyone
As the articulation issue moved into the 1960s, a period of
relative quiescence occurred. The status quo as perceived by
both secondary and postsecondary players in the articulation
game seemed to give relative comfort to all concerned. Se:-
ondaty school leaders faced an era of social turmoil and calls
tiff greater curriculum relevance. However, they fbund them-
selves operating in an environment in which almost any pos-
sible inmwation was greeted at least with acceptance by par-
ents and taxpayers who were frightened by the social
pressures unleashed by the natkm's schoolgoing youth.

Additi(mally, secondary school communicatitms with col-
kges and universities--on the surface, at leastseemed to
be as good as necessary. Much had been addressed over the
preceding century or so: Carnegie Units, the SATs, the ACTs,
and the College Entrance ExanUnation Board's Achievement
Tests were evidence. Agreements between the National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principals and college admissions
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organizations that covered using class rank, high school aver-
ages, and standardized achievement test scores as determi-
rk:nts in the college admissions process served as testament
as well.

Despite the proceedings of the Committee of Ten, high
schools still had great flexibility in educating the college
bound. The AP program provided the capstone to articulation
efforts, as it permitted high schools to offer at little or no
expense college-level preparation to the most able portion
of the student body while at the same time upgrading the gen-
eral community's perception of the secondary school
program.

Colleges, too, might have been justified in feeling some
degree of satisfaction with the state of articulation affairs. The
standardization assumed by the nationwide adoption of the
Carnegie Unit along with the general use of standardized ad-
missions testing permitted the colleges to make admissions
decisions about applicants who represented a diverse roster
of academic preparation, range in skills, and breadth of socio-
economic status that simply was unmatched in any pre-
vious era.

Articulation, however, entered a newand again conten-
tiousstage. A number of factors combined in the 1970s and
1980s to move the issue of high school-college partnerships
off the back burner of complacency into a crucible of puhlic
and professional scrutiny and reassessment. Such factors
included issues vigorously raised initially in the Carnegie
Commission's report, "Continuity and Discontinuity: Higher
Education and the Schools" ( 1973), and developed in later
reformist policy papers; popular concerns over the relative
worth and competitiveness of American education when com-
pared to other industrialized nations; the continuing failure
of schools and colleges to adequately address issues of access
and equity; and continuing social unrest

Secondary and postsecondary poficy makers needed to con-
sider a major issue. ln light of the tortuous path leading to
even the most basic understandings and working agreements
developed by the late 1960s, was ambitious, meaningful, col-
laborative high school-college continuum restructuring even
possible? After all, it already had been a very long, bumpy trip.

High school-Co/kw Partnerships ii
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COOPERATIVE OR COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS:
More Than a Semantic Difference

If today's buzz word is collaboration, we clearly must under-
stand what the word does and does not represent within the
context of high school-college relations. Not all joint activities
between colleges and secondary schools truly are collabor-
ative, nor perhaps should they he. Before discussing, it must
he understood that collaboration is merelY a subsetalbeit
an important oneof articulation.

Defining Articulation
Although it might he taken for granted that high school-
college partnership efforts conveniently and appropriately
can be grouped under the heading of "articulation activities,"
practitioners might not be surprised to learn that articulation
has been defined and redefined many times over the years.
One writer refers to articulation as "the method or process
of joining together. It is a procedure that should provide a
continuous, smooth flow of students from school to school.
The need to develop a systematic procedure for student prog-
ress, with particular reference to integration of instructional
programs, is implicit in the transfer process. In its broadest
meaning, articulation refers to interrelationships among the
various levels and segments of an educational system as well
as among off-campus quasi.educational in situations and activ-
ities. Segments of an educational system may he considered
well articulated if these interrelationships operate as a unified
process" (Kintzer 1973, p. 1).

Blanchard broadens and enhances the Kintzer definition.
He states that articulated programs enhance opportunities
for students to fulfill their intellectual potential while address-
ing their emotional; social, physical, mental, and spiritual
needs ( 1975).

When the lenses of various definitions converge, a common
focus emerges: a concern for smooth, unimpeded progress
between successive institutional levels. In this way, students
can make the most of their individual growth potential while
meeting needs in cognitive, physiological, emotional, social,
and other areas.

Yet, even as this emerging consensus is being reported, it
is perhaps as interesting to examini vhat is not directly stated
or implied in any of the foregoing definitions. All of the pre-
vious definitions in one way or another suggest linkages
between schools and colleges---that is, sending and receiving

HO School-College Partner:00
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institutions. lt is students that are sent and received, and we

hope they are armed with the sort of preparation that both

types of institutions have agreed will stand the students in

good stead.
This presupposes, however, that articulation concerns itself

chiefly with moving and preparing high school students for

collegiate programs and the attendant issues. A S it turns out,

significant and growing areas of joint activity are organized

between schools and colleges. These activities are concerned

with other populations and objectives and will he described

in later sections which focus on program models.
Contemporary articulation efforts, it can he argued, can and

shouldindeed, already doextend beyond the traditional

arms defined for such undertakings. Out of the swelling of
publications, conferences, programs, and policy on local, state,

and national levelsinitiated by schools and colleges, pro-

fessional organizations, state legislatures, and departments

of educationa broadened appreciation has emerged of all

partnership activities as legitimate parts of articulation efforts.

Has the nature of the process of these partnerships altered

significantly from earlier efforts? Are these efforts collabora-

tive, as often claimed? Perhaps the place to start is with an

explanation of what is meant by collaboration.

Cooperation and Collaboration
%It/bile some researchers believe the words "collaboration"

and "cooperation" fundamentally are interchangeable (Intril-

igator 1983, p. 5), others believe the level of involvement in
collaborating agencies or institutions i.s more intense than

in cooperative relationships. For example, Kenneth Hoyt, the

former director of the Office of Career Education, defines

cooperation as "a term that assumes two or more parties, each

with separate and autonomous programs, agree to work to-

gether in making all programs more successful" (1978, p. 8).

He defines collaboration, on the other hand, as "a term that

implies the parties involved share responsibility and authority

for basic policy decision making" (1978, p. 9).

one of the more satistYing definitions of collaboration has

been developed by Shaffer and Bryant, who define it as

"shared decision making in governance, planning, delivery,

and evaluation of programs. It is a pluralistic form of educa-

tion where people of dissimilar back grounds work together
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with equal status. It may be seen as working with rather than
working on a person" (1983, p. 3).

Applying the definitions ofcooperation and collaboration
offered here, many of the articulated efforts described in later
chapters will he characterized as cooperative rather than col-
laborative. That is, most involve separate entities working
together hut typically not relinquishing individual decision .

making power and authority.
This is not surprising, since as Shaffer and Bryant contend,

"collaboration is necessary and valuable, but . . . it icurs only
in special settings or in unusual circumstances" (1983, p. 6).
Going still further, Beckhard maintains that in order for col-
laboration to occur, "there must be real dissatisfaction with
the status quo, a high enough level of dissatisfaction to mobi-
lize energy toward some change" (1975, p. 424).

Despite the various points of view incorporated into these
definitions and theories, agreement appears evident that in
order for collaborations to succeed, support must be directed
from the highest institutional levels (Ascher 1988, p. 23;
Mocker, Martin, ar,1 Brown 1986).

One can argue that not all partnerships need to be collab-
orations; cooperation, as defined above, may also be viewed
as a positive and in many cases the most appropriate part-
nership form. In other cases, partners who have reached Beck-
hards "point of dimatisfaction" actually might wish to col-
laborate and yet find obstacles, typically unanticipated, which
prevent them from realizing their goals.

The power of these hidden impediments needs to be
understood and appreciated fully by both high school and
college faculty, staff, and administrative leaders if collabora
tions are to be formed in more than name only. The road to
failed partnerships too often has been paved merely with
good intentions, Would-he collaNwators and awerators
would he wise not to underestimate the potentialhut not
insurmountabledisruptive power of the discontinuity
between high school and college cultures.

II4gb Schaol-Callege Partnerships
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HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CULTURAL DISCONTINUITY:latent Antagonist to Successful Partnerships
Despite the obvious interest and discussion surrounding
efforts at high school-college collaboration, the number of
successful efforts seems to represent a relativdy small portion
of high schools and colleges. Those that have succeeded, smh
as the effort to replicate LaGuardia Community College's fre-
quently cited concurrent-enrollment model, Middle College
High School, have required extensive technical assistance,
time, patience, and often heroic support from decision makers
at all institutional levels (Cullen and Moed 1988; Quality Edu-
cation 1990, p. 69).

If partnership efforts both are desirable and beneficial, why
has progress been slower and more difficult than many policy
makers and practitioners anticipated? Perhaps some portion
of this phenomenon might be explained by examining the
cultural forces at play in both the high school and postsec-
ondary venues.

While some prominent observers have commented on the
general cultural discontiniuity between colleges and high
schools, few have cataloged and explained those cultural mLin-
ifestations which most often arise to impede crosscultural col-
laboration. The significance of exploring in detail this area
derives from the belief that being aware of these cultural dif-
ferences prior to the collaborative effort will help participants
to understand sonie of the customs, application. procedures,
and beliefs held dear in the academic cultures of their counter
parts. This knowledge can he crucial to attributing informed
meaning to the language and behavior of negotiating partners.In its absence, would-he partners might be all too likely to
attribute obstructionist motives to otherwise benign behavior.

For the sake of analysis, it is possible to group these "cul-
tural indicators" into several categories: institutional funding
and resources; the student body; teachers and teaching con-
ditions; valuing performance; faculty role in decision making;
and institutional leadership style.

Institutional Funding and Resources
While generalizations always are subject to local exception,
high schools usually are supported by tax-levy funds raised
through real estate taxes (Garms, Guthrie, and Pierce 1978,
p. 132). These funds most often specifically must be approvedby school district residents, and allocated based in part on
upon average daily student attendance or average daily stu-
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dent register. Public colleges usually are supported by oper-
ating or general funds of the municipality, county, or state,

not typically tied to ballot-box approval. Operating funds, at

least in large part, very often are allocated based upon the

number of equv.ted full-time equivalent (FEE) students reg-

istered on a designated census datenot based upon daily

attendance (Cohen and Brawer 1989, pp. 130-133).

Both public and private colleges usually derive part of their

operating support from student tuition and fees. The burden

to students often is offset partially or completely by financial
aid programs. Public high schools generally may not levy

tuition or fees.
College students are expected to pay for hooks, consumable

materials, and sometimes speci.ilized, course-specific equip-

ment. High schools are expected to provide these "essentials"

to students at public expense.
Secondary and postsecondary institutions both seek and

receive state, federal, and foundation grant support. Secondary

schools tend to win a greater proportion of such funding from
entitlement programs with relatively few major awards from

competitive grant programs. Colleges typically are involved
heavily in competitive grant competitions and receive a higher

percentage of their grant funds from these nonentitlement

sources as compared to secondary school systems.

Finally, collegesand especially private collegesseek
and receive endowments from a variety of private sources:
individual donors, tbundations, and corporations. These funds

are used to supplement other sources of income for either

restricted or nonrestricted use.
For all these reasons, college administrators typically enjoy

a much greater degree of fiscal flexibility and autonomy than
do their secondary school counterparts. College administrators

frequently are surprised and annoyed at the apparent lack of
fiscal ingenuity shown by high schml partners. It is important
for colleges to understand that often the requirement for more

stringent public accountability, rather than a lack of creativity,

leads to this perception.

The Student Body
Many differences exist within the charaaeristics of high school

and college student b9dies. Some are self-evident, while
others are less obvious. In all cases, however, the nature of
the student body Ills a great deal to do with the nature of the

18
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respective high school and colkge cultures.
Differences can be found in the respective students' age

ranges, ethnidty, gender, and degree of choice over schools
to attend, curriculum and living arrangements. Because col-
lege students usually are older, better prepared academically,
more mature and independent, and able to exercise greater
choice over their curriculum than high school students, it fol-
k ms that colleges as institutions tend to he more open and
flexible than high schools in most aspects of operation,
including articulation.

Teachers and Teaching
Much of what is different about high schools and colleges
derives from the respective student bodies. Teaching also pro-
foundly affects and in many ways defines the cultural bound-
aries between the secondary and postsecondary worlds. In
many respects, teaching conditk ms, expectations, ambience,
and to some degree even career satisfaction are arguably pro-
duced by the interaction of student characteristics and the
organizational sc( pe and structure of secondary sch(x)ls and
higher education,

Because teachin,1 is, after all, the major service-delivery area
of schools and colleges and because this area is the preoc-
cupation and responsibility of the single largest class of pro-
ksskmal employees in both sets institutions, it is especially
important for those who might wish to form partnerships to
he informed about the differences in the lives of high school
and college teachers. Generally, college faculty have lighter
teaching loads, meaning fewer classes, contact hours and stu-
dents. Class size, with the exception of lectures, also tends
to be smaller. However, recent trends in higher education
funding, especially at public institutions, have increased class
sizes. College students, again generally, are prepared better
academically, have chosen specific institutions and classes,
and require less faculty intervention regarding their classroom
deportment.

College faculty also typically enjoy greater latitude than do
high school teachers in selecting instructkmal materials such
as textbooks and other supplies. Individual faculty members
Olen are Iwrmitted to decide which texts to use. Additionally,
because students purchase hooks with their own funds, kw
opportunities exist for outside authorities under state or kx:al
auspices to interfere in sekcting texts or to take issue with

Generally,
college faculty
have lighter
teaching
loads,
meaning
fewer classes,
contact hours
and students.
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mtents of the texts themselves.
High school teachers, while sometimes consulted in select-

ing texts, are more likely to find themselves using books that

have been purchased with scarce public money (often result-

ing in outdated texts, especially in the science and social

sciences areas), selected by school administratorsoften from
limited preapprmed state lists.

Another distinguishing feature is academic freeLktm. The

tradition of academic freedom much more firmly is ingrained

in the academy than it is in secondary schools (Reutter 1985,

p, 152). Secondary school teachers, although they may exer-

cise some degree of control over professional choices. do not

prevail when their own judgments conflict with the policies

of their principal or school board. This contrasts sharply with

the belief in and exercise of academic freedom in colleges.

For examp e, a significant portion of a defense of tenure for

college professors can he framed in academic freedom issues.

Says Rosovsky, 'Tenure is the principal guarantor of academic

freedom, ensuring the right to teach what one believes, to

espouse unpopular academic and nonacademic causes, to

ad upon knowledge and ideas as one perceives them without
kar of retribution from anyone" ( 1990, pp. 179.80).

Whether one teaches in high school or college also has a

significant impact on salary and vacation time. College

teachers tend to earn more and enjoy greater segments of time

away from teaching (Average Faculty Salaries 1990). All told,

the college teacher's work year is approximately 30 weeks

long, while tile secondary school teacher's i.s usually 40 weeks

kmg.
Like so many other fac!ors, the amenities smounding the

teaching staff- at high schools and colleges tend to differ sub-

stantially. College faculty enjoy greater office space, access

to plumes. clerical support, and freedom of movement. All

of these elements can lend obstacles, both interpersonal and

pil)lessional, to high school and college faculty who are asked

to collaholute on a project. For example, it is very hard litr

a college professor with e...isy access to a phone or a gcmd

message system to comprehend the difficulties most high
.scho( )1 teachers experience when they receive a phone call

at school.
With respect to teaching qualifications, both secondary and

('ollege teachers are subject-area specialists, and b()th gnwps
have undergraduate majors in areas related to the areas in
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which they teach. However, with the rare exception of a few
community colleges in which teachers might not hold pro-
fessorial rank, college teachers are not required by either state
departments of education or their employing colleges to have
completed pedagogical courses. Teachers who work in col-
leges and universities are not required to he licensed or cer-
tified by states, accrediting agencies, or !mai entities, while
secondary school teachers, again almost without exception,
are required be licensed or certified by a state education
department or a local board of education. Differences in prep-
aration and the lack of secondaly school flexibility in certi-
fication can lead to real difficulties in hiring key nontraditional
personnel to work in secondary schools as part of a partner-
ship effort.

In almost every aspect, the act of and environment sur-
rounding college teaching contrasts sharply with the expe-
rience of the typical high school teacher. These difkrences,
unfortunately, often can he the wellspring of feelings of envy,
jealousy, insecurity, superiority, mistrust, and misunderstlind-
ing when faculty from high schools and colleges are asked
to collaborate.

Valuing Performance
In sonic cases, high schools and colleges claim to value areas
in common; in others, no overlap exists. Even those areas
which might he valued in both cultures, however, sometimes
are defined differently and divergently evaluated. 13( Al cc )1-
!ego and high schools publicly value the quality of instruc
hull but ',Ise different techniques to evaluate it. In colleges,
peer observation and student evaluations widely are used,
while in high schools, the predominant methodology remains
supervisor observation. In additkni, when making promotion
and tenure decisions, colleges place much greater value than
do high schools on research, publishing, collegiality, grants
devek)pment, and service on faculty committees.

Faculty Role in Decision Making
The roles of high school teachers and college faculty vary
markedly with regard to types of decisions they might make
and their degree of involvement. College fkulty often play
a greater role in institutional governance, controlling course
content, selecting textbooks, selecting departmental chairs,
developing and enfOrcing student disciplinary codes, and

High ,s'choot-College Partnerchips
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supervising and evaluating peers than do their high school
colleagues.

Institutional Leadership Style
The manner in which leadership is exercised tends to vary
greatly by level. This section illustrates some of these dispar-
ities which necessarily are as much reflections of unique insti-
tutional cultures as they are contributors to those cultures.

Principal/president
High school principals and college presidents come to their
positions via different routes. College presidents often are
selected after successful careers as scholars and researchers
followed by ter is as academic officers. Another route to the
college presidency is via a distinguished public career. iWo
examples here are John Brademas, who became president
of New York University after a successful career in Congress,
and Thomas Keane, who assumed the presidency of Drew
University after two popular terms as governor of New Jersey.

High school principals typically have less spectacular back-
mounds. While nearly all have begun their careers in the class-
room, many have distinguished themselves less as academic
leaders than in administrative or athletic leadership roles.
Many high school principals have been coaches and athletic
directors or deans of discipline prior to assuming their
positions.

Because principals and presitients come to their positions
from such different paths, it is not surprising that they should
take different approaches to the exercise of institutional
leadership.

Leadership process
Principals tend to be involved intimately in the short-term
planning and day to-day administration of their high schools.
Much of their day is spent reacting to the events surrounding
them. Little time is spent on long-term planninga point not
intended a.s a criticism. The institution k)oks to the principal
to resolve disputes between staff members, teachers, and stu-
dents. A great deal of paper must be moved and the principal
is expected to exercise control over a myriad of other day-
to-day administrative activities.

Additionally, principals also must observe and evaluate their
teaching staff and assistant principals; they are responsible
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for implementing mandated curricula; and they usually are
held accountable directly for the academic achievement of
students by the public, the superintendent, and the school
board.

College presidents tend to he more involved in long.range
planning, fundamental allocation of strategic resources, exter-
nal relationships, development, and executive-level staffing.
In short, they more frequently are concerned with policies
and the brwder institutional ramifications of implementation
than they are with the details and practices of implementation
itself. The academic areas of the college must, by the nature
of the traditions of academic freedom, be managed less
directly and more consensually than in high schools.

All of these characteristics tend to lead toward a more
reflective, process-oriented leadership style in colleges and
a more reactive, take-charge attitude on the part of principals.
Most successful college presidents learn to respect the power
of the process; most college faculty will be offended deeply
if they regularly are excluded from the process.

Change in college tends to result from a great deal ofcon-
sultation and frequently much negotiating as well. When deal-
ing with college counterparts, high school personnel often
are confused about who is in chargeafter all, in high schools
someone always is in charge. To them, it seems as if every-
oneand at the same time no Oneis the leader on the col-
lege campus.

Board of trustees/scbool board
The powers delegated to principals and presidents by school
hoards and trustees, respectively, actually are reflected in the
general approach the institutional leaders take in carrying out
their tasks. Rustees usually advise presidents; they rarely order
them. Presidents are, in turn, expected to provide board
members with an accurate sense of the institution and lay out
directions for future growth and development. Once these
directions are accepted by the trustees, they will in ordinary
circumstances allow the president wide latitude and ampk
time to follow them. Of course, institutions in crisis tend t,
precipitate more active trustee involvement.

school hoards often have difficulty limiting their involve-
ment with policy and practice. They generally are more
involved than college trustees in monitoring the implemen-
tation of policy, and they demand both a closer working rela-
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tkmship with the principal and more frequent updates about
school initiatives.

The contrasting autonomy (or lack thereof) of high school
and college leaders has an obvious impact on the nature )f
the collaborative process which, depending on one's insti-
tutional perspective, might seem hopelessly complicated and
attenuated.

Considering all these factors, however, it must be empha-
sized that discontinuities notwithstanding, principals and pres-
klents must play absolutely essential roles if crossinstitutional
collahomtives are ever to take hold. The degree to which
these pivotal players regard and embrace each other signals
to other institutional players the extent to which they are
expected to value, respect, and collaborate with their opposite
numbers ( Parnell 1985, p. 119). Inevitably, without such exer-
cises of leadership, petty jealousies, mistrust, turf battles, and
feelings of inferiority or superiority could arise to taint and
ultimately doom thc process.
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CONCURRENT-ENROLLMENT MODELS

What is Concurrent Enrollment?
Concurrent enrollment occurs when students are permitted
to enroll in o)llege.level courses prior to their graduatk )11
from high school. Students often receive credit toward their
high school diploma while simultaneously receiving college
credit for their successful efforts in these college-level courses.

mcurrent-enrollment programs als() are called k Ant- or dual-
enrollment programs.

Why is Concurrent Enrollment important Today?
It pnbably is not c()incidental that high sch()ol-college artic-
ulation is an important consideration in an era of renewed
scrutiny of national educati n pnwided. The climate of eda-
cational inquiry and refiwm has been fueled by a number of
fact( ws that have combined to create an active audience fi)r
the debate on how well our "system" of secondary and post.
secondaly o lucatk H1 works. These factors include increasing
college tuition costs, public skepticism ahout the value of
increased secondary school spending. debate over the pur
pose of college and the meaning of cultural literacy, and a
teacher shortage. A series of reports included A Nation at Risk
( National Commissk in on Excellence in Educati( in 1983),
which heightened the public perception of a crisis in our
schtx )1s.

Throughout this debate, thoughtful critics such as Theodore
Sizer ( 1984 ) and Dale Parnell 1985). antong many others,
as well as mak w secondary and pos(seon Lary organizations
have called for the ways students move between high schools
and colleges to be reexamined and identified the bridges that
need to be built between both sets of institutions.

As discussed in Section 1. these individuals and groups as
well as others have fiwused on two majcw areas of articulation
concern: secondary-postsecondary curricular redundancy and
changes in the nture of the college p()pulation.

Affording Greater College Access
Along with continuing curricular redundancy and a more
mature student INkly, another devek)pment has enhanced
the significance of concurrent-enrollment programs. Over the
course of many years and fin- a variety of reasons, colleges
began to open their ik x ws to a much bn)ader array of stu-
dents. Most colleges no longer are the exclusive preserves
of the intellectual and social elite. As a result of the demo.
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cratization of college admissions, today's first-year college stu-
dent class more closely reflects the broad range of ability and
achievement of the nation's high scluml graduates.

'This is confirmed by examining the data. For example,
2,650,000 students graduated in June 1985 from high schools
in the United States (Rothman 1986). In September 1985,
approximately 50 percent of those students entered this coun-
try's 2,100 two- and four-year colleges (Boyer 1987, P. 1). Even
if all the students in the top decile of the graduating class
attended college after graduating high school, more than one
million low to moderate achievers also attended. Yet, histor-
ically, the entering class as a whole has maintained a mean
grade of C+ during the freshman year (Ramist 1984, p. 163).

Clearly, then, many students who graduate high school each
June go on to college a scant three months later and succeed,
even though they have not necessarily been in the highest
:whieving group in secondary school. This has had a signif-
icant impact on the recent development of concurrent-
enrollment programs, especially with respect to potential tar-
get populations. Prior to this understanding, college-level
study in high school had been the narrow province of the
most intellectually talented, highest achieving students, a prac-
tice with historically intuitive appeal. Students of low to mod-
erate levek of achievement had never been given the oppor-
tunity to participate in dual-enrollment programs. Why,
specifically, had these students been excluded? Do the rea-
sons bear up ur.der cluser scrutiny?

Reasons Cited for Excluding Moderate Achievers
From College Study in High School
The traditional justification to exclude moderate achieving
students from college-level study in high school is that these
students are not bright, skilled, and motivated enough to c()pe
with the demands of college course work. Their collegiate
success after high schoc )l graduation, however, seems to deny
the valklity of this argument. Furthermore, other researchers
who snecifically ha...! studied the performance of moderate
achiev in joint-enrollment pn)grams h.dve found that stu-
dents in I, iese programs generally do quite well in their col-
lege courses (Greenberg 1987; Suss and Goldsmith 1989).

Other reasons for exclusion, perhaps !esti pointed, have
been oftered from a variety of sources. For example, some
critics fear the negative motivational consequence of "reward-
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ing" moderate-achieving high school students with the priv-
ilege of taking college courses. Others worry that providing
college study for some moderate achievers will lead to
demands for the same opportunity for all, prompting the
attendant runaway costs. Some are concerned that expanding
opportunities will increase administrative entanglements and
"red tape" between high schools and colleges. Finally, some
economists cite trends that point to increased employment

Nsibilities for janitors, secretaries, store clerks, and other
km-status positions. They helieve that encouraging "average"
students to go on to college is not in the nation's best eco-
nomic interest. These "average" students otherwise would
be the backbone of the work force needed to fill the slots in
these unattractive yet economically important areas of the pro-
duction) function).

Despite all these arguments, the apparent inequity of exclu-
sion has led educators to design joint-enrollment programs
that can serve students of moderate or even below-average
achievement while co nitinuing to serve the needs of the gifted.
AS a result, the pool of students eligible to participate in and
benefit from these programs today has increased dramatically.
It is. therefore, more imp( mant than ever that educators and
policy makers understand the implications and potential
benefits of concurrent-enn)Ilment programs.

Benefits ,f Concurrent-Enrollment Programs
The potential benefits ()fconicurrent-enr()Ilment programs--
and the costs of denying moderately achieving students access
to such programs are numerous and substantial. Students,
parents, high schools. co )lleges. and so wiety as a whole might
pi% )sper from broader application of dual-enrollment designs.

The benefits to studepts are onisiderable. The most obvious
is that students who participate in concurrent-enrollment pro-
grams have the chance to earn college credit while still in
high school. This permits students, ( nce in co )Ilege, to
crate through the college program more quickly (also) possibly
reducing tuitiom costs) or to opt for additional electives or

nirses in highly specialized areas earlier in their college
careers.

Properly designed to meet the needs of students of either
muderate or aboNv average ability. concurrent-enrollment pro-
grams can provide great inspiration.) as well as affirmation of
their ability to succeed at the college level. Finally, concurrent
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enrollment also can provide a cure for senior boredom.
Parents can 1)enefit by ccmcurrent-enrollment models in

two principal ways. First, they might save money, since stu-
dems can pass one or more college-level courses during their
senior year of high school, which means a potential tuition
savings when the student enters college. Second, parents who
might doubt the ability or motivation of their child to suc-
cessfully cope with college-level study will have a chance to
learn how prepared their children really are.

Setting up joint enrollment programs can result in many
pluses tbr high schools. First, offering seniors an intellectually
challenging college-level experiencewith its concomitant
financial advantagescan he a powerful alternative for school
administrators in combating "senioritis." Second, by making
joint enrollment possible for mcre students and more diverse
student types, a high school can bring off a real community
relations coup.

Third, in the process of creating dual-enrollment programs,
high schools and colleges necessarily have to open lines of
communication which might not have existed previously. This
can result in closer relations among high school college advi-
sors and coopera(ing colleges, college scholars available to
guest lecture, and joint curricblum projects.

The High school faculty
hmrth, the impact on high ,,ch(x)I teachers can be especially
positive and profound. Depending on the sekcv.d concurrent-
enrollment rmxlel, high sch(n4 teaching faculty might become
involved as college adjunct faculty either on the high school
campus or at the college. The spinoff.; of this are manifold
and include extra compensation from the college tor special
teaching duties. interaction at the highest professkmal levels
with colleagues from their own academic disciplines, oppor-
tunities to participate in professional devekpment, and posi-
tive effects on teacher morale and self-concept.

Colleges typically offer several reasons fin. getting involved
in dual.enrollment programs. Student recruitment is most fre-
quently cited. In a partnership with a local high school, a col-
lege has access to studems, their fiimilies, and, perhaps as
imp( irtantly. their counsel)rs, college advisors, and teachers.
In addition. links between high schools and colleges present
unique grant wliting possibilities for colleges, especially in
the areas of teacher training and development, increasing the
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pool of minority teaching applicants, curriculum devekv-
ment, technical and vocational training, replication of
ccmcurrent-enrollment models, and enrollment of first-
generation mllege students.

Another mutually satisfying outcome is that high school
teachers can be brought up to date by college faculty on
research issues in their respective fields. In turn, high school
teachers offer insights to the college faculty into current high
school curriculum practices and the level of preparation of
high school seniors. Joint curriculum planning, often other-
wise next to impossible due to jurisdictional disputes, now
can occur to the benefit of all, supported by a collegiality
otherwise unlikely.

Finally, ccmcurrent-ennAlment pn)grams are a o)mmunity
relations bona= tbr a college: The college is seen playing
a coostructive role in helping students through the local high
school.

Joint-ennAlment pn)gra: alsA can omtribute to the society
at large. Students with the greatest ability can begin advanced
study earlier in their college careers if they've earned credit
in freshman courses heft graduatkm from high school. But
the untapped power and benefit to society might he in the
spedal role these programs can play for the more average stu-
dent as well as for minority and economically disadvantaged
students. Consider the loss to our nation in terms of human
potclial if capable students allow their futures to be guided
by unrealistically low expectations and never enter college.

Because academic perfinmance and curriculum tracking
are so closely associated with race and income, the challenge
to c(mpleting what Ernest lic)yer calls "the unfinished agenda
of access and equity" is great. lie says: "To expand access
without upgrading schools is simply to perpetuate discrim-
ination in a more subtle tbrm. But to push for excellence in
ways that ignore the needs of less privilen,ed students is to
undermine the future of the nation. Clearly, equity and excel-
lence cannot he divided" (Boyer 1983, p. 6).

Nearly 30 years ago, the director ot the College Scholarship
Service, Rexford G. Moon, estimated that the nation was "los-
ing the talents of 150,000 able y(mths a year filai the 1(mer
inumle levels . who Icif one reason or another do not con-
tinue their educaticm beyond high sch(ne (Sexton 1961,
p. 187 ). lbday, this still is a grave concern. For example,
between 1980 and 1985, black enrollment in colleges

The college is
seen playing
a constructive
role in helping
students
through the
local high
schooL
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declined at a time when enrollment for all other groups rose
(Rothman 1986). Boyer again put it succinctly: "Oppiwtunity
remains unequal. And this failure to educate every young per-
son to his or her full potential threatens the nation's social
and economic health" ( 1987, p. 5). It is in this context that
the significance of joint-enriAlment programs fin- moderate-
achieving students emerges. Such programs represent not
merely an early opportunity to earn college credit, hut sym-
bolize society's commitment to equity and accessnot only
for the most advantaged or giftedbut for everyone.

Conceptual Models for
Concurrent-Enrollment Programs
While many variations on the concurrent-enrollment theme
are possible, the folkwing table ciwers the major conceptual
models.

Models of C wicurrent-Enrollment Desigit

ClIRRICITIAR DESIGN

\XTHO lEACHES Special Course Regular Ciitirse

College Faculty I h lc 211 2c

High School Faculty 311 3c 411 lc

I): Course tanglit ni high school campus

c: taught on ci Alege campus

In this matrix, models 1 and 2 involve college faculty teaching
courses that are either regular college courses ( model 2) or
specially designed college courses (model I ), while models
3 and 4 represent, respectively, adapted college courses or
regular college courses taught by high school faculty. Courses,
whether taught by high school or college faculty, may be
taught, depending ni locally agreed-upon arrangements, on
the college campus (c) or at the high school ( h).

It also is possible in any one concurrent-enrollment pro-
gram for aspects of two or more designs to be incorporated.

l'he significance of these distinctkms and the conceptual
models for dual-enrollment programs will be amplified in
the individual program descriptions which folk mv.

.10
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Examples of Concurrent-Enrollment Programs
This segment offers descriptions and analyses of several
approaches to concurrent enrollment. Some are initiated
Itwally and only involve a single high school and a single col-
lege. Others exist on either a state, regional, or national level.
The programs represent a cross section of intended popu-
lations (students at risk to high achievers), institutional types
(private and public high schools and ci)Ileges), initiating
points (state legislatures, private agencies, and local schools
and colleges), and go Nraphic areas.

Perhaps one reasim fi w the variety of concurrent-enriMment
programs is the ebb and flow between colleges, high schools,
national programs, local boards of education, state depart-
ments of educatiim, and local and state legislative bix.lies over
the efficacy of and funding for these models. The familiar aph-
orism of "the money follows the kids" sometimes has been
changed to "the money fidlims the kind of credit (college
or high school ) granted." This clearly is demonstrated in the
evolution of the Minnesota Postsecondary Options program,
described herein.

It should be noted that while each of these programs might
he viewed as an archetTe, many variations of the programs
presented here not only are possible, but already exist; also,
not all archetypes are represented here due to space
limitations.

College-level course experiences
For high school students
The Advanced Placement program. No di.scussion of con-
temporary high school-college x peration or collaboration
can he considered complete without discussing the College
Entrance Examinatiim Board's Advanced Placement (AP)
program.

'Me AP is It wig established and well researched. It is, argua-
Ny, the best known and most broadly implemented pri)gram
of its model type (311).

AP became a fiwmal IN( Nram t f the College Board* in 1955
after an experimental period under the auspices of several
private colleges and universities. At its inception. AP was

*CI 4kw Ru.ud, ii Ctilunibus A% C., New wk. NY 10023 69 1-; (212 ) -13
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intended to bring college faculty and high school teachers
together, to motivate and reward able and ambitious students,
to concentrate on curricular design and course content, and

to offer the alternative to well-prepared stuJents of college-
level study. Although the program served only 1,229 students
in 104 schools in its first year (Hanson 1980, p. 9), AP has
grown substantially since that time. 'Way it serves more than

200,000 students in about one-third of the nation's schools.
The AP program permits high schools across the country

to offer classes in which the curricula has been designed con-
currently by high school and college educators to provide
college-level study geared to standardized tests. The tests are
prepared hy groups of high school and college educators
under the supervision of the Educational Testing Service. The
courses are taught in high schools by local high school faculty
who usually have received training at College Board-
sp(msored workshops.

Students earn high school credit for successfully completing
an AP course hut do not automatically receive college credit
for that course. Rather, those who desire college credit must
take the AP exam and then submit their test results to the col-
leges they might wish to attend following high school
graduation.

The AP examinations are graded on a scale of one to five:
Five equals "extremely well qualified for college credit"; four
equals "well qualified"; three equals "qualified"; two equals
"p( )ssibly qualified"; one equals "no recommendatkm." Col-
leges may at their option either accept or reject AP exam
scores and are not compelled to grant credit for even the high-

.
est scores achieved. Some colleges will grant college credit
earned through AP in lieu of their own freshman courses.
Other colleges might grant elective credit but still mandate
students to take the college's required courses in those same
areas. Some colleges will not grant college credit based on
AP work hut will grant advance standing in a subject area. A
few colleges will grant neither college credit nor advanced
standing.

The students attracted to the AP pr()gram clearly are abc we
average even when compared to their peershigh school
seniors who intend to apply to collegc Evidence for this con-
clusic Ml ab(mnds. For example, althtnigh the mean verbal and
math Scholastic Aptitude Test scores in 1979 for all graduating
seniors were 421 and 462, respectively, AP students had mean
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scores of 555 and 594 (Hanson 1980).
Additionally, achievement test scores were higher for AP

students than for other students taking the achievement tests,
and AP students showed much greater interestin attaining
graduate degrees than the college-hound senior group taken
as a whole.

The AP program has many virtues. Chief among these are
the following:

I. The program is widely known, recognized, mature, an1
generall)' accepted.

2. Students earning scores of three or better have a very good
likelihood of earning college credit for their efforts in col-
leges and universities throughout the nation.

3. Students who take AP courses frequently are regarded by
college admissions personnel as more attractive than their
iwers. who otherwise might he equally qualified, but who
have not taken part in the program.

.4. The pn)gram can be implenu ted at little c()st, in most
cases without restrumring the school day for students
(n* faculty. Altlumgh the College 13()ard reumimends a
class ma,ximum of 25, adherence to this guideline is at
the opticm of 1(wal scluml authorities.
Fxen students who might not score high enough on the
AP exam to earn college credit (or who might not chmse
to sit for the exam at all) benefit by experiencing rigorous,
college-level work, -which is good preparation for the col
legiate experience.

6. "11..achers who administer the AP LI iurse become part of
a network of colleagues k wally, regionally, and nation-
ally...who attend workshops, read and contribute to news-
letters, revise curricula, design and grade AP exams, and,
generally, become AP advocates in their school and
community.

7. Advocates claim the presence of an AP course necessarily
will strengthen and relc)clis the academic rigor of curric-
ulum in the regular high school courses which lead to
it. so (Tell students who might not ascend to an AP course
benefit.

While the Advanced Placement program clearly is the largest
and, some might say, most successful program of its kind, it
is not without its limitations or critics.

1. l)espite the widespread reo)gnition and acceptance of
AP scores, students still experience a considerable meas-
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ure of uncertainty about exactly how any particular uillege
might regard the AP experience. A score accepted by one
institute is no guarantee of acceptanc., by a second.

). Because the AP score is determined by a uniform nation-
wide exam administered each May, a tremendous pre-
mium is placed on one day's performance. A student who
is ill, under personal stress, or simply not up to par on
test day can see a year's worth of work result in no award
of college credit.

3. By its own claim, the AP pn)gram is not intended fin- the
average student. The intensity of the intellectual demands
made upon students and even teachers necessarily limit
the nature of the student b(xly likely to benefit by par-
ticipating. While it is true that heroic efforts by students
and teachers sometimes can bring nontraditional students
to levels of outstanding perfirmancesee, for example.
the work of Jaime Escalante (Quality Education for Minor-
ities Pmject 1990. p. 68)----the AP jr()gram has remained
the arena fi r a small percentage of any high sch(ml's stu-
dent body: the very highest perfirming students. By pro-
viding excellence for a relatively few elite students within
a high school, the AP program might deflect a general
reexamination of the academic power and structure of
a school. Such reexaminati(m could result in a bnyader
strengthening of the entire academic program for students
0' A abilities including the intellectually advanced, per
haps making AP courses stir Tfluous (Sizer

Syracuse University's Project Advance program. Syra
cuse t 'niversity's Project Advance ( St1PA),' tounded in 1973,
resulted from inquiries fr()m several sch()ol districts in the
Syracuse. N.Y., area to the university's vice chancellor for aca-
demic affairs. The school districts sought help in dealing with
the pn)bleni of "senioritis,"

Franklin P. Wilbur. One of the devekvers and the current
director of ProjeceAdvance, describes St TA as "the largest pro-
gram in the ccnintry offering accredited college umrses taught
in the high schools by high school faculty" ( 1984, p ).

*syl.:1( tisc I 'Ilivcrsily Proje(-1 Adance; I I I Wavcrly Ave., syr;k-uw, 132.1 I
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After its local initiation in the Syracuse area, the program

has grown to serve inure than 75 high schools and approx-

imately 4,(X)O students each year in New York, Massachusetts,

Michigan. and New Jersey.
In SEIM, regular high school staff receive summer training

at Syracuse University and teach the courses offered on their

own high school campuses. The curriculum, which currently

inckides biology, calculus. chemistry, English, psychology,

sockilogy, and computer engineering, mirrors the content

of counterpart courses taught to Syracuse University students

on the college campus. The courses have been adapted by

joint college and high school teams to reflect the needs of

high school students. Additionally, the courses, equivalent

to three-credit semester courses at the college, are attenuated

over the entire high school senior year. For these reasons,

St TA may be seen as a fusion of conceptual models 3h and

cited earlier.
After successftfily completing the course work. take a test

designed by the university's Center for Instructional Devel-

opment with input from college and school personnel. Stu-

dents receive high school credit for the course as well as col

lege credit from the university.
If the student attends Syracuse lIniversity, the course is

accepted in lieu of the same course on the college campus,

and credit is granted. If the student chooses to attend another

college or university. Syracuse issues an official transcript to

that institution which then may evaluate the course as it would

any transfer credit.
The credits earned by students seem quite portable, partly

due. no doubt. to the reputation of Syracuse l'niversity. Wilbur

and ieported on a three-year study of St IPA students

who sc kight to transfer St PA credit to other institutions (1978,

pp, 27 29) In 76 percent of all ca.ses studied, students

received credit for and exemption from college courses, and

in 15 percent of the cases, students received credit but not

exemption tbr college courses.
The prolik. of St IPA students indicates that their perk

mance is superior to that of their peers who plan to attend

college natk mal ly. nir example, the latest data available

sluiwed that SI TA students averaged nearly 100 p()ints higher

than the national mean tin the verbal portkm of the SAT and

points higher on the math sectitin.
Vide 66,6 percent of St PA students ranked in the top fifth

nigh College Partnerships
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of their class, only 42.4 percent of students in the national
sample made such a claim. Finally, whereas 41 percent of stu-
dents natk)nally scored over 500 on the math SAT and 27 per-
cent sowed over 500 on the verbal SAT, SlIPA students scored
over 500 in math in 84.1 percent of the cases and in 60.1 per-
cent of the cases.

In addition to the previously outlined general advantages
of participating in college-level study, the SUPA model has
several unique strengths:

1. Although students must take uniform final exams designed
with input from high school faculty, the award of credit
is hased on a full year's work, giving teachers many oppor-
tunities to evaluate student learning.

2. Because the high school teachers must he appointed as
Syracuse I. Tniversity adjuncts, they must he approved by
the university's academic departments based on educa-
tic)n, experience, and recommendatic)n. This requirement,
coupled with mandatory, specialized staff development
conducted by the university, helps assure high standards
in staffing and conlparahility to college curricular.

3. Although equal in every respect to college freshman
courses, the St IPA courses are more accessihle to high
school seniors hy their attenuation over a year-long
period. This permits ahout twice the actual student-titculty
contact hours than ordinarily possihle when the same
courses are taught to college freshmen, even though the
same number of credits are awarded.

4. As with high school teachers involved in the AP program,
the SI TA high school teachers are part of a collegial group
of fdlow practitioners who share goals, aspirations, tech
niques, and curriculum to the benefit of each other, their
students, sch( x )1s, and communities.

Although it's a program of high quality, SIPA nonetheless
has a few limitatic

I. Although acceptance of the SIPA credits reportedly is
high, acceptance isn't guaranteed except at Syracuse
'niversity.

2. Affiliated with a private tit iversity. the SIPA program
charges tuition at a reduced rate. While financial aid might
be available in special cases, some students might be dis-
couraged by the tuition factor,

3. While reaching a somewhat broader range of students than
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the AP program, SIPA has attracted, once again, a relatively
rarefied segment of each participating high school's pop-
ulation. SUPA student profiles indicate that many average
students do not participate in the SUPA program in schools
in which it is offered.

Kingsborough Community College of the City Univer-
sky of New York's College Now program. Kingshorough
Community College's College Now* is typical of a whole class
of articulated programs that attempt to bring college study
to high school classrooms, lInder the auspices of these pro-
grams, specially selected and trained high school personnel
as adjunct faculty teach college courses for the sponsoring
postsecondary institution (Greenberg 1989, pp. 27..29). Syra-
cuse 1Iniversity's Project Advance is another example of this
program design (.411). Since College Now's target population
is so markedly different, the program warrants separate
discussion.

Begun in fall 198.4, the College Now program works along
the same lines as Syracuse University's Project Advance. In
conjunction with eight New York City public high schools.
Kingshorough approves faculty at each of the high schools
to teach preselected college courses on the high school
campuses.

'typical courses offered through College Now are human-
ities and introductions to business administratiom and basic,
social, and computer sciences. Satisfactoiy completion results
in high school and college credit. Remedial courses in writing
and math also are offered, but without the promise of college
credit.

Students in College Now receive special counseling services
from college counselors who visit the high sch!Yol each week.
Also, each student is given the opportunity to visit the Kings-
borough campus at Imst once each semester; students also
are encouraged to explore the campus on their own and in
guided groups.

The program seeks students who are moderate achievers-
(hose students who have cumulative high school averages
ranging between 65 percent and 80 percent. Serving this pop
ulation is consistent with Kingsborough's mission as a com-
munity et )11ege.

o ',Mew! (:( )111ffilmity 'liege, 2001 ()I-lentil Blvd.,
Brooklyn, NY 1123i: r" 18 I 9.3i 51-0.

. . . Kings-
borough
approves
faculty at each
of the high
schools to
teach
preselected
college courses
on the high
school
campuses.
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In order to be placed in the tuition-free courses, students

nlust complete a battery of CUNY-designed tests known col-

lectively as the Freshman Assessment Program, which indicate

levels of math, reading, and English competency. Those who

score above the CUNY.prescribed mark are admitted, after
counseling by college counsekirs who visit the high schools,

to credit-hearing courses. Students who fall in the remedial

range of the test results are invited to) participate in the reme-

dial course offerings. These students are promiseel that if they

do participate and pass, they will receive the opportunity to)

take college-level courses the following semester.
The College Now program as implemented by Kingsbor

ough Qimmunity College demonstrates several strong points.

Chief among these:
1. The program is relatively successful for its intended low

and moderate-achieving poipulation. In a recent year, for

example, the 319 students enrolled had earned a cumu-
lative grade average of slightly under 13- in their College
Now courses taken for college credit, exclusive of reme-

dial courses. All considered, the College Now students
passed 667 of the 959 credits for which they registered
a passing rate of 68.19 percent.

2. Recognizing the needs of its student body, College Now
provides extra counseling support and makes effective

motivational use of campus visits.
3. Using local high school faculty as Kingsborough adjuncts

for the Colleue Now program gives the program the ben-

efit of an instructional staff that knows and understands
the learning needs of the students, which serves as a crit-

ical point when dealing with a nontraditional population.

-4. An unusual feature of the College Now program is its
remedial component. Most pro )grams of college-level
placement insist on fairly rigorous entry criteria. As it pro

%ides co illege exiurses to the move able of the population,
College Now also) provides a remedial comp( molt '

able students. Therefore, those students not only reo

the oipportunity to) improve their basic skills, hut also the

promise of college courses.
5. The Qillege Now progranl staff is quite skilled at antic-

ipating the administrative needs of the high sdiools that
mount the program. The staff spends extensive amounts
of time on the campuses working with key personnel to)



tit the testing pnigram, >tinseling sessions, and other

CA lege Now events into the complex schedules of the

participating high schools.

6. In addition to the obvious motivational aspects to the

inVt 4Ved students, principals of the participating high

schools report that their respective communities highly

appreciate and value the College Now pri)gram.

College Now is not without its limitations. Most significant

aimmg these are the folk ming:

While one of the program's strengths and a large fackw

in its acceptance by high schools is its savvy administrative

support staff. only extra funding from the state legislature

makes pi )ssible such support. If this funding is unavail-

able, the pr()gram might suffer.

2. Ar wito any program that depends upon a 1()cal institutk )1)

a.s a credentialing agency. the college credits earned by

students in the pr()gram are transferrable only to the

extent that other colleges are willing to recognize thi)se

credits. As a relatively new program, the transfer expe-

Hence is not yet well established.

State-sponsored concurrent-enrollment initiatives

Minnesota's Postsecondary Enrollment Options Pro-

gram. Mc l'1)stsecondary Enmllment Options Pr()gram

l'SF.01)),* prop( Ned by the MinnestAa legislature as part of

the I98i Omnibus School Aids Ad, permitted high school

junk ws and seMors to take regular courses at colleges while

receiving simultaneous high school and college credit without

a charge fOr college tuition ( Minnesota 1985 Omnibus School

Aids Act ). In b()th its original and current t )rnlat. c( nurses are

taught by regular college faculty; therefore. the program is

categorized as model 2c in the preceding table.

While the program has appealed to students and parents,

it was n( t implemented without raising the ire of local school

officials and teacher organizati( ms. The (ppositum stemmed

Irt ml the fact that in its t wiginal firm, PSEOP redi iced state

aid to individual school districts by the amount of ccillege

tuition paid kir every student %%lio participated in the pn)gram.

Iti. ( )1 Educ,Itinn. Mitmesi )ta I tivartment ttl Capitt )1

stithirk. Sio I iIir st.. St. Paul. MN 55
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High school students who elected to participate dkl so fre-quently only after encountering resistance from high schoolstaff who viewed enrollment as a "brain drain" of better stu-dents to the college campuses. In addition, high school per-sonnel were aware of the economic threat to their school dis-
tricts----in the form of reduced state aid.

Of the 120,000 eleventh and twelfth graders in Minnesota,
1.5 percent participated in the program during the winter
quarter of 1985, which was the firgt quarter the option was
available. The rate of participation increased to 3.7 percent
during the spring quarter, more than doubling the numberof students enrolled (Randall 1986, p. 14).

The legislatkin that created the Kistsecondary EnrollmentOptions Act called for an annual reduction of state school aidto local distkicts equaling the amount of the college tuitionj mid by th state to colleges for students from those districtswho had enrolled under the plan. Th'Jefore, several districtsfound themselves at the last quarterly disbursement periodof the school year overexpended with respect to actual versusanticipated state aid. This consequence stemmed from thefact that the districts could not anticipate the level of student
participation in the new program when school budgets werepassed (prior to program initiation).

Fiscal ramifications aside, it is interesting to note that thefirst two groups of students in winter and spring fared as wellas or better than their freshman counterparts in the sameclasses. According to a study conducted hy the t niversity of
Minnesota, 31 percent of the 11:411 school students receivedgrades of A, and 60 percent received grades ofA or B (Randall
1986, p. 15).

Because of the obvkms fiscal problems associated with theinial implementation of PSEOP, the program was modifiedby i`le legislature in 1986. The major changes included lim-iting to no more than the equivalent of two years of college
credi, students could earn, not permitting simultanec ms high-hool ,,nd college credit awards for the college courses takenand passed, and if courses were taken for college credit, obli-gating the student to pay college tuition, although the statewould pay tuition to colleges fbr college courses taken forhigh school credit.

No state mandated entry criteria exist for admission intothe program. Instead, students must meet the regular admis-sions standards applied by any particular institution.
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The chief strength of the Postsecondary Enrollment Options
Program is this: Many of Minnestita's rural school districts and
high schools are quite small despite state pressures to con-
solidate them. It often is tremely difficult and costly for such
schools to run high-powered advanced electives due to the
relatively small pool of students available. For such districts,
the availability of oillege-level study at local or regional p(
secondary institutions permits advanced students with spe-
cialized interests to be served in ways not otherwise practical.

The main limitati( ins of the IA istsecondary Enrollment
Optk PAigram include the folk ming:

I. Since students may not elect to take courses fiir simul-
taneous high school and college credit unless they plan
to attend the sp( insuring college after high school grad-
tratk in, some of the benefits of a true oincurrent-
ennillment design might be vitiated somewhat. In par-
ticular, some of the acceleration possibilities necessarily
are in( we limited.

2. The requirement that students must pay their own tuitk
if courses are taken for oillege credit might have a chilling
effect on the ability of kiw-income students to participate
in PSEOP, unless other arrangements for financial aid can
be made,

3. In instances in which even the nearest college campus
might be a very great distance from the high school, travel
li igistics simply can beonne unmanageable. Without alter
native means of pnigram delivery tteleteaching, fin- exam-
ple), students might be precluded from participation.

The Florida Model. In Fkirida, all state-funded colleges have
been required by legislature to deveky 3 plan with kical
school districts which w(nikl allow high school students con-
currently to enroll in college courses, 11w courses must be
held on high school campuses except in those cases in which
technical facilities are available only on the college campus
or when fewer than IS high school students wish to be
enrolled in a specific class ( Fk )rida Administrative t:ode
1983), Ginsequently, the Fkirida Dual-Enrollment Pmgram
represents several possible models: 2h, 2c, -th. and -lc.

A typical agreement between a college and a 1(ical board
if educati(n1 woukl include sectk)ns that address pnicedures

on lu iw and where to pnivkk ..ourses, criteria to klentify
dents, the onirses to be coordinatk in of the college

High .1cboo/ 01/ANC PWIIWPShips



courses with the high schtml curriculum, and assurances that
the college credit will transfer and that high school credit will
be awarded. A typical agreement also would include guide-
lines to inform students and parents about courses and proce-
dures for application, information about relationships relating
to administrative and procedural responsibilities, and pro-
visions bor coordinating courses, counseling services, instruc-
tors, and equitable distribution of revenue (Seminole County
School Board and Seminole Community College* 1986, pp.

The manner in which the revenues are distributed equitably
is interesting. Both the college and the school board may
claim a concurrently enrolled student toward their respective
full-time equivalent student membership. This differs from
the Minnesota plan discussed previously.

High school faculty who teach college courses during the
regular high school day are not paid additional salary; how-
ever, the school district may charge the college at the regular
college adjunct rate for allowing the college the privilege of
utilizing school board staff to teach the college course. High
school teachers who teach college courses after regular school
hours receive additional compensation from the college.

College credits earned by the high school students are
"banked.' for them by the college until the students present
evidence of high school graduatkm.

The program has been so successful that many secondary
school and college administrators believe that the dual-
enrollment prt)gram rapidly is replacing Advanced Placement
in public high schools--largely by student demand.

Student population can vary markedly from school district
to district and from community college to community college,
since in every case the entry criteria are determined through
negotiations between the colleges and thc school districts.
Interestingly, it is not unusual for a single community college
to have negotiated several distinctly different agreements with
different boards of education in its locality.

Fl( irida's dual-enrollment program features mam: strengths:
I. The state's greatly flexible approach to concurrent enroll-

ment is its chief strenrh,T1 le dual-enrollment program
is based on the wisdom th.:t local parties, compelled by
legislative edict, will negotiate out of a shared sense of

*14. Roger I. arand, 1)can 4 Instruct it nil Services. Seminth. wnmunity
)11ege, Sank wd, H. 32771; ( 305 ) 323 1.1-i().
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self-interest; therekire, the program has assumed many

varied COnriglIratiOnti. educattws have been able to
address local needs with a real knowledge of those needs

and the rem mrces available to address them.

2. By making the state's community college system the focal

point for its dual-enr44Iment efforts, Florida has sent a sig-

nal to students, parents, and school administrators that

this is a program designed to be accessible, even to those
who traditionally are excluded from participating in joint-

enrollment programs.
As with all designs, some limitations exist. Perhaps some

Miat incongruously, the pro)gram's greatest strength al30) might

give rise to some SeTiollS flaws. Agreements between local

schoml boards and community colkges must be newAiated.

Therefore, the strength of a program depends at least in part

on the willingness and ability of two complex institutions to
agree, resulting in a quality program for students. A kick of

understanding, personality variables, or shaiply difkring views

of institutional missions might render negotiations less than

successful.

Middle colleges, early colleges, and two-plus-two
programs
While most of the efforts at concurrent enrollment have been

aimed at developing programs that largely respect the 12 +

.4 relationship between school systems and colleges, a kw
models have attempted to alter this structure by creating insti-

tutions which themselves straddle the traditional gap between

high schools and colleges. One such structural innovation

is described here.
'INvo-PlusiNvo programs, strongly advocated by Dale Parnell

in The Neglected Majority( 1985, pp. 133,168), support con-

current high school and community/junk w college credit hut
also call for significantly closer coordination of curriculum

and instructkm in vocational and technical areas (Shapiro
1986, p. 95). A prominent example of this broadly expanding
movement is highlighted as well.

LaGuardia Community College's Middle College High
School. Mkklle College High School,* a New York City Board

*Middle 0)11ege. LaGuardia Community CA iIlege, 3 I 10 Monist in Ave., !mg

Island City, NY 11101; ("Is) 482 5049.
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of Educati( in alternative high school k)cated on the campus
of LaGuardia Community College in Queens, N.Y. attempts
to provide curricular continuity and emotional and devel(
mental support to high school learners in college courses.
The Middle College approach to simultaneous enrollment
attempts to capitalize on easy access to the campus and cur-
ricular goals shared by Middle College and the cooperating
colkge.

The school's curriculum is intended to meet the needs and
motivate high-risk students who possess average potential.

Middle College students can take regular or special college
courses at the college campus for simultaneous high school
and college credit. Graduating seniors also can enroll in spe-
cial courses taught for high school credit by college faculty.
These special courses vre available to juniors or seniors with
good records at Middle College, students who have completed
a sequence of high school courses in an area and now need
to take the next course in the sequence, or students who want
to do advanced work in which they have special talent or skill
( Lieberman 1986, pp. 13.14).

Middle College represents several models of concurrent
enrollment, including lh, lc, 2h, 2c, 4h, and 4c.

Students who desire to take college classes must see one
of the Middle College counselors and be interviewed to deter-
mine eligibility. That same counselor will monitor the stu-
dent's progress periodically during the college experience.

On average. 90 Middle College students take college
courses each vvar. earning from I credit to 15 credits. Since
Mkklle College opened in 1974. some 700 students or 30 per-
cent of the p(ipulatkin have taken and c(npleted college
courses.

Historically, Middle C.ollege sto idents have earned two-thirds
of the college credit;: kw which they have registered, main-
taining a mean grade point average in those classes of slightly
under C+.

Admission to Nliddle College requires students to graduate
from one of six I( junior high schools and to have exhib-
ited the foll(ming behavior in junior high; ( a high rate
of absenteeisni; ( 2) three or more subiect-area failures: ( 3 )
identified s()cial and emotional problems stemming kom the
home environment; and (4) evidence of sOnne p(itential to
suc,.essfully engage. initially, in high school-level work (Lieb
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erman 1986, p. 3).
All Middle College students have been identified as poten-

tial high school dropouts by their junior high school teachers
and counsdors.

According to the most recent data, approximately 53 percent
of Middle College students are more than two years behind
level in reading and 40 percent are more than two years
behind level in math. The ethnic distribution of the student
hody is roughly 45 percent white, 33 percent Hispanic, 21 per-
cent black, and 1 percent Asian. About 60 percent of the
approximately 500 students are on public assistance (Cullen
and Moed 1988, P. 41).

'Hie typical Middle College student who takes college
MUNI'S while in high school has a high school average
between 70 percent and 80 percent, sm verbal scores in the
300 to 350 range, and SAT math scores in the 350 to 400 range.

The Mkklle College model has many strengths:
1. The Middle College design makes great use of the phe-

nomenon known as the "power of the site." By placing
high school students in a college environment, they have
a chance to observe college students modeling appro-
priate, mature behavior.

). Being on the college campus allows faculty from both
the college. and the high school to work together on cur-
ricular continuity. This shared process is enhanced by the
tact that many Middle College teachers are employed by
the college as adjuncts to teach college classes to the reg-
ular college population. College personnel frequetily
teach special college or high school clmses for the Middle
College students.

3. Middle College students who enroll in college classes
receive the benefit of counseling, advising, and tufiwing
from both the high school and the college, thereby
increasing, especially for the marginal student, chances
fig. success.

4. liecause both Middle College and LaGuardia prominently
feature cooperative education in their curricular designs,
unique opportunity exists for Middle College students
to earn cc Alege co(w) credit while in high school, in addi-
tion to the more traditional areas of college study.

The nlodel also has a tew limitations:
1. While both the. Middle College and LaGuardia staffs have

11041) School-College Parinershlps
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worked well together over ,the years, significant cultural
differences between the institutions still are evident,
although most of the time these differences do riot appear
to get in the way. Contractual divergence. separate pay
scales, differing calendars, and even dissimilar holidays
all must be handled with sensitivity by college and high
school leadership, lest the cooperative spirit be dimin
ished. In the Ctitieti of many other anicurrent-enrollment
programs. the actual physical distance between school
and college campus;.s and faculties helps to deemphasize
these contrasts. In the Middle College model, we see
almost daily reminders.

7. AS IIWed,1 a catieti of collaboration between schools and
community colleges, the transferability of the college cred-
its earned by the high school students almost is depen-
dent totally upcm the quality of the articulatkm arrange-
ments that have been made between the community
college and senior colleges.

Virginia's The Master Technician Program. The Master
Technician PA )gram* has been developed with the support
of Virginia's governor and the cooperation of the Virginia State
Board ot' Education and the Virginia State Comnwnity College
System. Significant k)cal institutions and groups included
Thomas Nelson Community College, the New Horizons Tech-
nical Center, and the school systems of lIampum, Newport
News. Poquoson, Williamsburg/James City County, and York
County (Wimmer 1988, p. 96). Implemented in fall 1986 after
a two-).ear planning perk d, it is a primary example of the
IWo-Plus:rwo" model, as espoused by Parnell:

Beginning witb the Junior year in bigb schml, students will
select the techprep pmgram . . . and amtinue for four .rears
in a structural and closely cimrdinated curriculum. Tho.
will he t(dught I?), higb school teachers in the first two ,rears
but will also bare access to college personnel and facilities
',ben appropriate. . . . 1711k, bigh-scbool portion Of the

career program will be iiitentionally preparatorr in nature.
Built amund career chistwc and lechnical-mtenis study.
such a tech-prep appmacb will help students develop broad-
based competence in a career field and aivid the pitfalls
Of.. . . narrou0 delineated job training ( 1985, p. 144).

*Linda saitiole, Assktaill Director I >t \kW:Rum:11 hiticatk )11. I 1111114011 City

SduR /Is. 1819 Nichols( un Hampton, A 2300,4; 08411850 5392.
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The pa Wain has many interesting features including a
reduction in course redundancy which allows for greater con-
centrations in college prep or technical specialization. It also
includes great student career-path flexibility that permits
options after the AAS. to enter the employment market, pur-

sue higher education vertically for a B.S. in the same field,

or move laterally into another baccalaureate area of study.
Finally, a broad mix of academic and vocational options are
offered at both the secondary and postsecondary levels; busi-

ness, industiy, and government courses collaborate to assure
technical education is relevant to the work world (Wimmer

1988).
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ENRICHMENT, COMPENSATORY,
AND MOTIVATIONAL PARTNERSHIP MODELS

The distinction between the models and programs discussed
in Section 5 and those in this chapter is that enrichment, com-
lwnsatory, and motivational partnerships are ii t designed
with concurrent enrollment as their primary thrust. While in
some cases a concurrent-enrollment component might he
included in a larger programmatic package, the major empna.
ses Of these models are to enrich the secondaiy school expe-
rience, assist students in developing basic and more advanced
skills, or provide inspirafion, motivation, and support for AU-
dents who otherwise might not consider seriously the college
option after completing high school,

What are Enrichment, Compensatory,
And Motivational Partnership Models?
'I*0 illustrate this discusskm, enrichment, (:ompensatory, and
motivational modds are described as independent, free-
standing approaches. In reality it often is difficult to disen
braid them. Their goals, target populations, and programmatic
approaches often overlap and typically are mutually suppor-
tive. Through partnerships between high schools and colleges,
enrichment programs are designed to provide curricular,
cocurricular, and extracurricular experiences which would
not otherwise he available to the high school students for
whom they are intended.

Compensatory partnership designs give students oppor-
tunities to improve their basic skillsreading, writing, math,
and spoken language---while also often encouraging pursuit
of other skills sudi as study and library skills which might
aid them in both high schoxil and college mwk. Onnpensa.
tory partnerships often differ from traditional secondary offer
ing areas: They might stress new technology or research: they
jointly are developed by college and high school faculty; they
might make use of special funding, facilities, or equipment
available thnnigh the college: and they often involve early
identificatk in and interventkin.

Motivational partnerships, while offering encompassing
enrichment and Lompensatory elements, focus on enuflir
aging students to complete high school, take appmpriate
college preparakwy curricula, and seriously ct;n::!,..!...r college
after high school as part of a ctimprehensive review of career
planning options.

I ligh School College Partner 411/
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Why Are These Partnership Models Important?
As discussed in Section 5, a continuing interest is focused on
students whose needs might not be well served in high
schools. Enrichment programs respond to the fact that v.ithout
special facilities, curricula, and faculty, it often is impossible
for individual, traditionally structured schools to provide the
kind of intellectual stimulation some studentsespecially
the giftedrequire. The Johns Hopkins University Center for
the Advancement of Academically litlented limthwhich will
be described more fully later--is one of the earliest ; d most
successful efforts in the enrichment field. Typically, the pro-
gram embraces as its rationale the desire to provide talented
youngsters with an individualized, naturally sequenced cur-
riculum related to students' abilities and notwithstanding their
often precodous age (D:ir(Ien 1985, p. 38).

Partnerships in which the primarr f)cuses are compensatory
and motivational often focus on the needs of underrepre-
sented, minority, and at-risk populations. An eloquent ratio.
nale for action was stated by the Quality Education for Minor-
ities Project (1990, pp. 11-13):

Many schools, including those with predominantly minority
student bodies, continiw to ()Iterate with outmded
Ida and structures based on the assumption that only a
small elite will have or need to have substantial academic
success. The problems [Alaska Natit.e, Native Amerkein,
black, and Hispanid children face in and out itf the class-
moniracism, poverty, language differences, and cultural
barriersare not adequately addressed in today's tjpical
school. Ire bal.() had, consequentlx low achielvnwnt and
high dropout rates. . . . It t's in the schooLs, the increasingly
minority schooLs that the economic fitn:re of the lInited
States ui II be determined . . . The ecommic and demo-
graphic changes facing our country make a quality edu-
cationeducation that niorksesvntial for all of us ( 1990,
p. 11.13).

The Benefits of Enrichment, Compensatory,
And Motivational Partnerships
nken together or singly, high school-college partnerships
that provide enrichment, compensatory skills, and'or moti-
vation benefit students, parents, institutions, and society, mir-
roring the advantages of dual-enrollment programs discussed
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in Section S. For students, these programs are a source of

mt)tivation, enhanced skills development, and an enriched

and extended curriculum.
For parents, the benefits include a heightened sense of their

own role in their children's higher education opportunities,

a more complete sense of the resources available to them and

their children, and a clearer, often affirmative understanding

of their children's potential to succeed in a postsecondary

environment.
For high schools, partnerships can hold several attractions.

Assistance in basic skills development might allow youngsters

to move from very expensive remedial programs to lower cost

general education classes. Students who are motivated to com-

plete school might make fewer demands on a school's guid-

ance and dinciplinaty team. Increased skills and motiration

can result in better test results on standardized tests, better

attendance, and higher retention rates, all ofwhich might

improve the school's standing with colleges and regional and

state accrediting agencies. Furthermore, these programs can

be very helpful in making the senior year more enjoyable,

productive, and meaningful, alleviating dreaded "senioritis."

Interaction with colleges also can provide boons to staff devel-

opment and community relations.

Colleges might seek partnerships not only because they're

aware of new grant-seeking opportunities, hut also because

well-founded hope exists that innovative remedial efforts in

high school can reduce the need for remediation in college.

Simultaneously, student time and money is saved, and col-

leges are spared the expense of providing the remediation

(Suss and Goldsmith 1989, p. 114). One such major effort

in this area is illustrated by Prefreshman Summer Program

at the City University of New York, for example. Initiated in

1985, the program serves more than 7,000 prefreshmen each

summer. At-risk students are targeted for basic skills instruc-

tion, tutoring, group and individual counseling and advising,

career workshops, and study skills, in addition to traditional

freshman orientation activities. The program, now offered on

all 17 undergraduate campuses of the university, appears to

he quite successful: Student participants demonstrate reten-

tion rates 20 percent higher through the sophomore year

when compared to comparably skilled students who had not

participated ("Prefreshman Summer Immersk)n" 1989, p. 5).

Additionally, colleges might benefit by recruiting better pre-

[Partnerships]
are difficult
to establish,
difficult to
sustain (and)
requilv
significant
leaps of trust
and faith. .
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pared, more highly motivated students than otherwise pos-
sible, and enjoy the opportunity to provide significant pre-
admissions services (Phillips 1987, p. 13). Colleges also
benefit from an increased awareness of current high school
curricula and instructional practices, a better sense of thelevels of student preparedness fiw college work, and insights
into the attitudes of high school students regarding their inter-ests and reasons for choosing---or not choosingdisciplines,
careers, courses, and colleges, Finally, colleges can parlay their
partnerships with high schools into more generalized, positive
community relatkmships.

The possibility of improved recruitment opportunities oftenis raist.d as a good remon to engage in partnerships. I believe,however, that this reason might be oversold. My own obser-
vations as principal of the Middle College at LIGuardia Com-
munity College from 1976-1981 revealed that about 30 percentof a small graduating class of approximately 100 students con-tinued on at Elt Guardia. More recently. Cullen and Moed citea laGuardia entrInce rate of 27 percent (1988, p. 48). Whether
these numbers alone would justify the costs of partnershipsto a college is questionable. The conclusion that might bedrawn here is that while attracting additional students is cer-tainly a possibility, the actual numbers of students who mightbe attracted by a partnership program might be small. A col-lege shoukl enter a partnership aware of this factor and harboradditional reasons fiw involvement, or risk disappointnwnt.

Whether aimed at the gilled, those at risk, those of low
income, minorities. or urban dwellers, some commin themes

p: rtnerships emerge: They are difficult to establish. dif-ficult to sustain, require significant leaps of trust and faith.
and, yet. they are seen by nearly all observers as an essentialingredient for successful schooling in the future. In a discus-sion of partnerships fi w urban schools, the Carnegie Foun-datkm for the Advancement of leaching expresses some sem,inal sentiments about the nature of all high schml -collegeparmerships, no matter wly,lt their target populations:

The furisdidional boundaries separating schools and col,
leges are crossed only when institutions on both sides of theline are aineitAle. It is not easy to Imikl incentives for coop-eration if olle institution considers itself the winner andthe othersees itself as the loser ln all of thfS, a special burdenfalls on higher education. The nation's colleges and itni-



versales must, in tangible treys, affirm the essentialness of
the nation's urban Schorr& . . . Collaboration is not an auto-
matic virtue. Not every cooperatuv venture is destined for
success. Bret to those who make the effort and occasionally
succeed, the rewards are high and students red! serryd.
There can be no better reason for u'orking twther(1988,
p. 4(')

Conceptual ModeLs of Enrichment, Compensatory,
And Motivational Partnerships
The defining characteristics of the high school-college part-
nerships discussed here may be distributed into three areas:
the chief programmatic goal, the primary target population,
and the service-delively site. The chart below presents a
graphic representation of the interplay of these characteristics.

Models of Enrichment, Compensatory,
and Motivational Partnerships

CHIEF PROGRAMMATIC GOAL

TARGET POPULATION Enrichment Compensatory Motivational
Minority/At-Risk 1 h,c,h/c 2 h,c,h/c 3 h,r,h/c
Gifted 4 h,c,h/c 5 h,c,h/c 6 h,c,h/c
General 7 h,c,h/c 8 h,c,h/c 9 h,c,h/c

h = Scrvice oil high school campus
= Service on college c:hriptis

= service on both high sill( mil and college campuses

Three chief programmatic goals are illustrated: enrichment,
compensatory, and motivational. Each of these thrusts pre-
viously has been defined. The printary target populations for
the partnerships have been grouped into three major cate-
gories: minorit) and ',)r at-risk students, gifted students, and
the general high school population. Finally, service delivery
may take place on the college campus, the high school cam-
pus, or on both the high school and college campuses.

As with any conceptual model. it is possible to locate an
occasional pu)gram that defines its target population some-
what differently (such as l)w income) or describes its primary
goal in somewhat different terms ( career exploration. fr
example). Nevertheless, even these terms may be subsumed
appurriately in the previt MS matrix.

It also is very likely that a single program might be assigned
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to several different cells of the model. For example, a part-
nership might target minority/at-risk and general students
t( )r motivational and compensatory treatments which include
remedial courses at the high school and college campus visits,
thus falling into cells 2h, 3c, 8h, and 9c.

Examples of Enrichment, Compensatory,
And Motivational Partnerships
Because so many partnerships have overlapping goals, pop-
ulatims and service locations, no attempt is made here to
present a "typical" model based on any of these parameters.
Rather, a more eclectic approach has been selected through
which well-documented, successful, and important partner
ship efforts are presented with the-model types noted.

The University of California-Berkeley's MFSA program
One of the oldest and most successful partnership programs
is t V- Berkeley's original Mathematics, Engineering, Science
Achievement program (MESA),* begun in 1970, which has
expanded to 16 college and university centers. It invc )Ives 100
to 00 students at each site (Wilbur, lambert, and Young 1987,
p. 39). The program is targeted at minority high school stu-
dents, particularly blacks and Mexican,Americans. The original
Berkeley program featured academic advisement, summer
enrichment programs. scholar incentive awards, career advis-
ing and college advising (Smith, 1985, pp. 20-21). Other pro-
gram features include study groups, tutoring, and field trips.

The program focuses on all three major goals: enrichment.
compensation, and motivati( )n. The majority of services are
delivered on the high sell( x)I campuses. hut significant events
also take place on the 0)11ege campus (I3roatch 1989). The
partnership, therefi we, can be klemilied as several nuidel
types, including lh:c, 2h, and 31-1;c.

According to Smith, MESA's success may be judged by its
expansion to 16 California university centers with more than
4000 students from 140 secondary sclux)Is ( 1985, p. 24 ).
AppnAimately 90 percent of MESA graduates enter college.
and more than 60 percent are acivpted into a math-related
college major.

Some questions have been raised al-x)ut the pro)gram's out

'1 ersit Berkeky. Lawrowe I kill uf Science. Level D.
Berkeley. CA 9-4-2B; ( 213) -43 2
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comes and policy decision-making process in the California
legislature, however. The program recently has begun to shift
efforts to earlier intervention, raising in some minds the pro-
priety of university-school system ventures in which the uni-
versity seemingly takes over a public school system (California
State Postsecondary School Commission 1989).

Obio State University's Early College Mathematics
Placement Testing program
In 1977, the EMIYI' program* was initiated at Westlake High
School near Columbus, Ohio, and since has grown to encom .
pacs dozens of other schools. The program conceptually is
simple and remarkably effective. Local high schools agree to
administer to collegeound juniors the university's math-
ematics placement exam, usually given to entering OW fresh-
men during the summer orientation program. Individual test
results are mailed to students by the university. Summary
reports are mailed to the high schools, which have agreed
to provide appropriate guidance services and courses to meet
student needs.

Students who find that they are deficient in math either can
take additional college-preparatory courses or remedial
courses (as indicated by exam results) prior to high school
graduation.

Li a result of the testing and guidance program, a significant
increase has been noted in the number of high school seniors
who take math courses; a decrease has been noted in the
nunther of students who take remedial matl s college fresh-
men at OW (Brizius and Cooper 1984).

The program exemplifies models 8h and 91i.

Colorado Community College's Partners Program
The Colorado Community College and Occupational Edu-
cation System with Denver Public Schools and the Colorado
Minority Engineering Association has created the Partners Pro-
grant located at the Community College of Denver.

'Mc Ohio Early College Mathematks Placement Testing Program ( Emvn,
Ohio St..,c l'niversity, 1(10 Math Building, 231 West 1Hth Ave., Columbus,

01143210 1101, (614) 2920694.

!Partnerships Priigram, Coliirado ( muuunity illege, Campus Box 203,

P.0, Box 113363. Dower, (() 80211 3363; ( 303) 556-26(X)
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Targeted at minorities with special focus on black, Hispanic
and American Indian students, the program's goal is to moti-
vate students to graduate from high school and to consider
college career paths. The program provides support to both
students and their parents in a variety of forms. Among the
maim activities are visits to the CCD campus and other col-
leges, meetings with college financial aid counselors, pre-
sentations by business leaders and a summer college-
preparation program sponsored by CCD and held on its cam.
pus ( Raughton, et al, 1989).

The Partners Program exemplifies models 2c and 3c.

The Center for the Advancement of Academically
Talented Ycuth (cry) atJobns Hopkins University
Begun in 1971 as an experiment and formalized as part of
the university's operating structure in 1979, MY* is perhaps
one of the oldest and best researched programs of its kind
(Durden 1985, pp. 39, 41). Screening is limited to those stu-
dents who score above the 97th percentile on nationally
normed standardized tests of verbal and mathematical ability.
These students, in turn, take the Scholastic Aptitude Test:
Roughly one-third of these studems qualitY for the program
(Wilbur, Lambert, and Young 1987, p. 51).

In addition to Johns Hopkins, regional college and univer-
sity sites around the country are used to provide advanced
academic study for winter, summer, residential, and commuter
programs. A mail course in expository writing is offered as
well. Grades are not issued in courses: rather, a descriptive
summary of each student's progress is reported to sending
schools. In addition to direct instruction, the program offers
other services, including:

Assessment and evaluation; , . . counseling: a training insti-
tute for educators and parents; ccover education u'ork-

and a pilot skill reinforcement program fi'r edu-
cationally and economically disadvantaged (
Lambert, and Ibung 1987, p. 11 I

Chiefly through college campus-based interventions, the
program :!ddresses the needs of the gifted for enrichment and
motivational activities. lb a lesser degree, it also addresses

:onter It it. the Advancement of Academically blotted milt, "the it tlms I lop
kins I niversity, Charles and 3,4th sts.. Baltimore. Ntll 21218: ( .301) 338 842".
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these same needs and those of basic skills reinforcement for
disadvantaged students. CfY may be classified as models lc,
2c, 3c, 4c, and 6c.

Miami-Dade Community College's
Partners in Education program
Initiated in 1987 in partnership with the Dade County Public
Schools, Partners in Education* targets black high school stu-
dents. The program is a comprehensive model designed to
iden.i6, students early in their high school careers and support
them until they earn their high school diploma, an associate
of arts degree from Miami-Dade, and a bachelor's degree from
a senior college. The program focuses on "academic prepa-
ration. career planning, positive reference group expectancy,
and institutional and financial support" (Phillips 1987, p. 0.
College faculty work with high school teachers to design
remedial courses, improve information systems, and design
support pn Nrams. Funding provides financial incentives and
rewards for studentsthe amounts vary based upon grades
earned in each high school course. A similar structure sup .
ports students when they attend Miami-Dade.

The program exemplifies models 1h/c, 2h, and 3h/c.

*I'artncrN in 1...dtwati(4) Oppwtimity Pr( )gram. Miami Date (:)mimmity Col
Jew. 300 N.E. 211d Mr., Miami, M.33132; ( 305 ) 23" .0.10.
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ACADEMIC ALLIANCES AND OMER
TEACHER-TO-TEACHER PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships that focus on college faculty who work closely

with secondary school teachers on matters of common cur-

ricular or pedagogical concern acknowledge the primacy of
classroom teachers in the teaching-learning process and their
importance as change agents in any attempt to restructure
public education (Boyer 1984, p. 526).

What are Academic Alliances and Other
Teacher-to-Teacher Partnerships?
All of the programs described in this section have at least four

characteristics in common. First, they involve secondary
school teachers who already practice in the schools, so they

differ from traditional preservice teacher-training efforts

( Gross 1988, pp. 10-15). Second, the programs join college
facultyoften from academic disciplines rather than schools

of educationwith high school teachers to work collabora-

tively on an agenda ( Bagasao 1990, p. 6). Third, because the

projects are ambitious and because it takes time to develop

close relatkm.ships between high school teachers and college
faculty, the programs typically are of long duratkm as opposed

to the more typical one-shot, expert consultations (Gray 1985,

p. (1) or college faculty guest lectures ( Gaudiani 1985, pp.

71, 77; Vivian 1985b, p. 88). Fourth, these programs generally

share the gt)al of professional devehrment.

Why Are These Partnerships Important?
Practithmers for many years have recognized some of the

incongraities confronting teachers, Claire Gaudiani describes

rather .succinctly two of the major paradoxes:

Para(/ox No. 1: Thaw 'elk) spend the most time devekping

our children's minds are not encouraged to cletvlop their

own. Paradox NO. 2: Colkge faculty are not eVected, bow-

el Vr, tO share /Meld knowledge on a regular basis with
school teachers who teach classes in the my same subject

in the my same town (1985, pp 69-70).

One basis for the desirability of this kind of college-high
school !acuity interchange might stem in part from the belief

that the intellectual abilities of public school teachers might

be open to some doubt. For example, in comparing the math-

MO School College Par/now/ups
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ematics and verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for all
college-bound seniors wit:I those who intended to major in
education for the years 1973 through 1985, the Carnegie
Forum on Education and die Economy found that students
who desired to enter teaching had scored substantially lower
than average and that nearly half of these students came from
high schools without collegepreparatory programs (1986,
pp. 29, 32).

In addition to die questions raised about the intellectual
ability of school teachers, those teachers taken as a group who
vork in the schools have been doing so much longer than

their counterparts of just a few years ago. Older, more expe-
rienced teachers have invaluable insights to share, but with
whom can they share them? All those years in the classroom
can lead to "burn out" and increased levels of job dissatis-
faction. What's more, the years away from undergraduate and
graduate school experiences might leave teachers out of touch
with the latest developments in their academic disciplines.

The ultimate importance of these partnerships stems from
the belief that better prepared, more up-to-date teachers who
have enjoyed opportunities for professional growth and ful-
fillment will serve their students better.

On the other hand, the long-range success of these part-
nerships ultimately may be determined by the ability of these
alliances to respond to some significant issues. The majority
of teacher toteacher partnerships and especially Academic
Alliances have been initiated by colleges and universities
rather than by secondary school teachers themselves. An
inherent dangerone which would appear to have been
addressed successfulli; so far in the cases reported here, at
leastis the potential for high school teachers to feel patnin-
ized by their "hetters." Olwiously, great sensitivity to this con-
cern must he exhibited by university 'aculty.

Another potential pitfall is the possibility that university
perm mei can come to dominate the alliances themselves
out of the power implicit in their roles as conveners and
experts. While a partnership might he able to operate tir a
period of time in this fashion, it is doubtful that it could be
sustained successtUlly under such circumstances.

Finally, an important measure of the success of these part-
nerships might he their growth beyond the academic disci
plines that tend to foster them. Most partnerships have been
developed in areas in which the articulation needs are very



pragmatic. It pn)bably is not coincidental that the Academic
Alliance movement began in the area of foreign language
study. This area still, incidentally, continues to harbor the
greatest number of such partnerships (Bagasao 1990, p. 6).
Many partnerships have been establi, d in writing and math,
both of which traditionally are vieweu as realms in which
articulation is highly desirable----perhaps because of the devel-
opmenta( nature of these subjects. Sadly, however, the human-
ities (with the exception of the Natk)nal Faculty program and
some local efforts) have not been as fertile an area for part-
nerships. Do some elements exist within this subject (and
the arts, for that matter) or within th()se involved in these
fiekls which tends to mitigate successful partnerships? One
woukl hope that alliances in these disciplines could be devel-
oped in greater number-----if only because of the richness of
the intellectual stimulatkm such interactions might produce.

The Benefits of Teacher-to-Teacher Partnerships
The benefits of teacher-to-teacher partnerships appear in many
areas. For high school teachers these include a heightened
sense of prokmionalism; impn wed sellesteem; increased
km mledge of their academic discipline; heightened expec-
tations for students; and an increased commitment to teaching
careers.

The benefits to college fhculty who participate in teacher-
to-teacher programs have been discussed widely. These
include a contempc wary understanding of high schml prac-
tice. an opportunity to make college connibuti(ms---which
is important (or tenure and promotion considerations-----and
the IN ent ial to conduct writing projects or research or pre-
pare grant prop)sals. all of which can enhance the prestige
and influence of a faculty member on campus and in the aca-
demic community as well.

ligh sclu,o1 students wh()se teachers take part in teacher
to-teacher programs a Iso benefit. First, they are taught by
teachers ho are Imre highly motivated, better trained, armed
with c(mtemporary kn wledge and techniques, and more
committed than ever to their pn)fession. Also, their teachers
are very likely to expect better student perf(irmance. All of
these Iktors can improve student learning (Vivian 1985h
p. 86).

Another
potential
pitfall is the
possibility that
university
personnel can
come to
dominate the
alliances
themselves. .
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Examples of Academic Alliances and Other
Teacher-to-Teacher Partnerships

Academic Alliances
The Academic Alliances movement is one of the largest part-
nership forms studied here, with 350 alliances across the
United States, In 1989, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation for the National Project in Support of Academic
Alliances* provided aid to the American Association for Higher
Education (Bagasao 1990, p.6). The current A:ademic Alli-
ances program had its start in 1981 in tbreign language study,
and was supported by the several foundations. The original
project was called "Strengthening the Humanities Through
K >reign Linguage and Literature Studies" (Byrd 1985, pp. 65-
68 ). Since that time, however, the movement has grown to
"more than 350 alliances: 145 in foreign languages, more than
50 in physics, 26 in chemistry, 46 in geography, and more than
30 in history. Another 50 or so exist in mathematics and polit-
ical science and in interdisciplinary areas such as humanities
and Social studies" (Bagasao 1990, p. 6).

Academic Alliances are an attempt to hring together high
school teachers and college faculty who have a common cur-
ricular focus to discuss common interests and concerns (Gross
1988, pp, 15-17). Unlike most inservice programs offered to
secondaly school teachers, Academic Alliances are events
dominated by teachers, rather than by supervisors (Gaudiani
1985, p. 70).

Alliances often begin as relatively informal activities; just
two or three local faculty members form the group's core
(Wilbur, (=then, and Young 1987, p. 13). Alliances tend to
hold monthly or bimonthly meetings and groups usually
expand to include from 12 to 60 members with a preponder-
ance of high school teachers (Gross 1988, p. 16). Meetings
usually focus on professional development and impnwing
teaching and learning (Bagasao 1990, p. 6). Activitie.,1:light
include reviews of literature and research, presentations, dem-
onstration lessons, and reports of major conferences
(Gaudiani 1985. pp. 71-72).

Gaudiani and Burnett stress the contributions both second-
ary and college teachers can make to the process, ernphasiz-

*tiatknval Project in Stipp( iii ol Acalenik. Alliances, American Assticiation
I ligher Nueatkm, One I )upont Washinguin, FX: 20030; I 2021 293
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ing the commonalities of thdr disciplines ( 1986, p. 8).

Indeed, Gaudiani emphasizes the fundamental democracy

of the pnicess, its teachertalk centeredness. and the fact that

college personnel shotikl not take exclusive responsibility

w planning the alliances' activities ( 1985, p. 72). Gross, while

acknowledging the success of Academic Alliances, regards

the emphasis on equality as somewhat defensive and asserts

that differences in college and high school cultures are both

necessary and healthy and shoukl lw acknowledged ( 1988,

p,

Greater Boston Foreign Language Collaborative
An early example of an Academic Alliances pn)gram is the

Greater Boston Nweign Linguage CollaNwative. Established

in 1984. it involves teachers from the public schools of lit ni

km, Cambridge. lexiogton. Newton. and ü mcord Carlisle and

\Xellesley high sclu )ols. College faculty are drawn from Boslon

College, 13( Non 1 iniversity, Brandeis, Northeastern, Pine

Manor, and the l'niversity of Massachusetts, Boston. The goal

of the alliance is to provide a I( wum Iir kweign language

teachers to discuss common concerns and professkmal goals.

Special emphasis is placed on the ut int intlity or curricula and

classn pract ices.
The alliance supports tw fiwums and pri-

(wity interest groups. lir' . teachers and faculty

inn all levels; those gr ;
themselves with topics

such ;1.4( pals of instruct itu., ricular omtinuity, and pro-
votng snummer transit tt ,ns for students from level to level.

Priority interest groups pn wide a more narnm. field of atten-

tit m often centered around specific activities or areas such

as foreign exchanges, technology and computers, and Ian-

guagc proficiency. Interest gnaws. typic;illy numbering

betwcen 30 and 80 members, share their findings with the

fonims.
Tlw alliance is organized by a steering o immittee wh,

is o i-chaired lw one representative selected by the sch(

systems and high schools and a sound by the ciAleges and

universities. Other members of thc steering committee rep

resent lunch( mal areas and resp(msibilities. again, with equal

oillege and secondary school representation (College Board

198"'
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Cuyahoga Community College Collaborative with
Cleveland, East Cleveland, and Lakewood public schools
Teacher-to-teacher programs often are ingredients in a larger
recipe for school-college partnerships, as is the case with the
Cuyahoga Gwrimunity College Collaborative.* Project discus-
sion began in 1983, and the collaborative formally was
initiated in 1986. Its dual goals are to improve educational
continuity for students and to enhance opportunities for
school and college faculty. One of the major initial thrusts
of the partnership was the formulation of the Urban Initiative
language Education Program, a computer-based writing proj-
ect. Some of the spinoff activities from this are the develop-
ment of supplemental curriculum units and teacher-to-teacherpeer ccuching.

Another significant activity has lx,en the creation of "teacher
dialogues." Focused on four academic areas (art. math, sci-
ence. and English), college faculty and school teachers meet
regularly to share ideas and experiences. The dialogues have,in turn, led to a series of more narrowly focused activities such
as teacher workshops, which have maintained the school-
college collaborafive.

Each of the three school districts along with Cuyahoga Cont
munity College has appc>inted representatives to the joint
steering committee, and each partner pmjects equal weight
in planning and implementing all project activities. All told,
the collaborative involves approximately 2,4,000 students,
three-quarters of whc>m are members of ethnic minority
groups. Some 370 high school teachers and 250 college fac-ulty are involved in the project (College Board 1987 ).

National Writing Project
The National Writing Projectt originated in 1974 as the Bay
Area Writing Project, initiated by the lIniversity of Califtwnia.

"Center kw At titallatii n) and Transfer um irt unities. Ctiyht iga Ctninty Com
umnity College, 2900 Community Colkge Ave., Ckveland. Oil ail IS; ( 21( )98."

Inc National Writing Project. Gray, I *emir. SW' Tolman Hall.schi lir Education, 1 Tniversity of California Berkeley, Berkeky. CA 9a720:(a ) ba2 n963.
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Berkeley in partnership with several local school districts. At

the time, a strong sense prevailed that few teachers had been
trained properly to teach writingwhether in college or in
the secondaiy schools. Some educators and academics also
believed that previous major efforts at improving the skills
of writing teachers had been fairly unsuccessful in affecting
actual practice in the classrooms, because these projects large-
ly modeled the top-design nature of most inservice staff train-
ing models (Gray 1985, pp. 60-61).

The program's main objectives are to improve the standard
of writing instruction, to provide an effective staff develop-
ment model for the schools, to provide an effective model
for university-school collaboration, and to extend the pro-
fesskmal k)les of ckissroom teachers.

The National Writing Project is, as its name Implies, a
national program. In implementation, however, sites develop
due to local initiative and, typically, by funding from com-
munity or regional sources (although at times small amounts
)f seed money have been made avaikble thR)ugh the National

Project). In some cases, state support hias been made available
to local partnerships (Gray 1985, p. 64 ).

The staff development program of the project is rigorous
and highly structured, and the key responsibility for the mod-
el's success rests initially and ultimately on the resp9nsiveness
of classroom teachers to committing their talenOtegrity,
and ,Teativity as well as their willingness kl,..share and openly
critique themselves and colleagues. Several components are
regarded as key to a local project's successful adoption. These
components inchde selecting the best writing teachers for
the initial summer institute (Gray 1986, p. 9); using teacher
demonstration lemons critiqued by peers; focusing on writing
and including regular writing sesskms by teachers; focusing
on research all( iut writing instruction; implementing sus-
tained, multisession follow-up programs for teachers after the
initial summer institute and extending throughout the school
year; and encouraging an openness to new ideas and
approaches (Gray 1985, pp. 65.- 68).

The project exists at more than 140 sites throughout the
l'nited States and includes several alditional sites overseas.
It has received support from several funding sources including
the National Endowment t'or the Humanities, the Carnegie
Corporatkm of New York, theIlniversity of California-Berkeley
(Wilbur, Lambert, and Young 1987, p. 87 ), and the Andrew
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W Mellon Foundation (Gray 1985, p. 64).
Looking at a local site of the NWP offers insight into how

the project's precepts can he put into action.

University Of Oregon's Oregon Writing Project
The Oregon Writing Project* began at the University of Ore-
gon in 1978, identifying master teachers in the local public
secondary schools. The teachers then attended four- to five-
week summer intensive programs on the university campus.
They, in turn, became "turnkey- teachers during the regular
school year when they rcturned to their campuses and trained
colleagues in the techniques they had learned. Interestingly,
neither the identification of the master teachers nor the
teachers later trained in the schools is limited to English
teachers. Rather, the program includes volunteers from any
academic discipline who are interested in improving the writ-
ing practice of themselves and their students. During the
schwl yea, the master teachers experience additional training

and sharing.
The success of the university's efforts is attributable to two

factors: LION experienced, local teachers rather than outside
experts anu requiring teachers to spend a great deal of time
actually enwiNd in writing (Wilbur, Lambert, and Young 1987,

p. 87).

The National Faculty

The National Faculty,t originally called the National Human-
ities Faculty. is one of the largest and oldest collaborative pro-
grams. It was established in 1968 with a $6 million grant from
the National Endowment for the Humanities (Gross 1988, p.

12). The National Faculty involves more than 7(X) humanists
from higher education and takes a rather open-ended, respon-
sive view of its role with schools. After local schools present
proposals to the program. college professors are identified
to work on the particular project at that site. Originally, faculty

were not selected necessarily because of their geographic
proximity to the localities; lately, h9wever, this factor has been

*Oregon Writing Project, I kvartment of English. 'niversity of Oregon,

Eugene. OR 97103; ( 503) 686 391 I.

National Faculty, 1616 Clifton Rd.. Atlanta. GA 30322; ( .10-1) 72' 5788.
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a greater consideration to increase cost-effectiveness and alkm
a greater concentration of serviceson an institutionto-
institution level (Maeroff 1983, pp. 34-36).

The goals of the project are to teach high school teachers
more about their subject area, to allow them to enter into
intellectual relationships with their peers, and to increase their
effectiveness as classroom teachers (National Faculty 1987,
p. 2). The typical process is a local plan of approximately two
years' duration, including several visits by a college professor
to plan a two. or three-week summer institute involving 30
to .40 participants, the summer institute itself, follow-up activ-
ities during the school year, and planning for the involvement
of local colleges and universities to help sustain the project
after its initial period (Gross 1988, p. 13).

This is a "slow change" model that depends upon pro-
longed involvement between the school and university per-
sonnel consistent with the recommendation of the Commis-
sion on the Humanities (1980, p. 56).

One of the more ambitk)us, sustained prclects supported
by the National Faculty has been with the Atlanta Public
Schools,

Atlanta Public Schools Project with the NationalFaculty
Begun in 1983, this joint partnership has expanded to involve
the high schools of the Atlanta Public Schools with the
National Faculty.* The program draws upon the faculty resour-
ces of several area colleges and universities including Agnes
Scott, Atlanta, Emory, Georgia State, Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, and Spelman.

Major project activities include a university-led program
of institutes which involves more than 200 high school
teachers each summer. An additional 200 teachers participate
in institutes held during the course of the regular school year.
High school teachers also may write proposals to compete
for mini-grants of $1,000 to initiate innovative programs in
the humanities.

Adilitionally. the pr()gram supports the formation of work-
ing teams of high school and college staff, faculty collabo-
ration with local and national humanities scholars, seminars
and demonstratkm classes, and projects. All told, these activ-

*At 1,nita Public tick As with 111(.. Nxii /nal Faculty. Projtm Director, The
Nat k inal Faculty, I 6"6 Clitton Rd.. Atlanta, (A 30322; (4)4)72" 5788.
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ities result in programmatic benefits to approximately 30,000

students each year, in the subject areas of English, history,

foreign languages, and fine arts.

The Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute
One of the older partnerships, the Teachers Institute* jointly

was established in 1978 by Yale University and the New Haven

(Conn.) Public Schools (Wilbur, Limbert, and Y)ung 1987,

p. 13). The program was designed as a response to the belief

that many teachers in the New Haven Public Schools were

less than adequately prepared to teach their subjects, espe-

cially in science, math, and the humanities. In New Haven,

specifically, only 58.8 percent ofsecondary teachers of human

ities and 36 percent of the math and science teachers had

majored as undergraduates or graduate students in the areas

they taught (Vivian 198511, pp. 79-80). Additionally, the very

low teacher turnover rate in New Haven nearly assured that

the majority of teachers had been in service for long periods

and necessarily were beginning to lose touch with the cutting-

edge devekpments in their academic disciplines.

The Teachers Institute has four major principles guiding

its operation:

First, teachers of students at different kids can and must

interact as colleagues to addmss die common problems of

teaching their disciplines. Second, teacher leaders4 is cru

cial in efforts to revitalize public education. Third, teaching

is awtral to the educational processs and teacher-developed

materials are essential for student learning. Fourth, the

university-school collaboration must be long-term if it is to

he truly effective (Vivian 1985b, p. 82).

Tlw institute joins leading scholars from various depart

ments of the university and teachers who have volunteered

to hec(mte Institute Fellows from the New Haven Public

Schools. Working collegially on suhiects of interest identified

hy themselves, the teachers immerse in the process of cur-

riculum design based on the latest scholarship in the field

and filtered through the understanding :4 student needs.

Once developed, these curriculum projects are shared with

colleagues hack in their schools, thus providing additional

*Yak. New I liven "liadwrs Institute, Box 3563. Yale Stati(m. New Riven, Cr

60520 3563: 12(13) 3316.
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practical outlets for the work and simultaneously giving the
Institute Fellows an opportunity to provide leadership in their
own settings. Because the relatk)nship between the university
and the public schools is one of long-term duration and
because scholarship continues to evolve, teacheN are encour
aged to participate in the pmcess as many times as it remains
useful to each (Vivian 1985b pp. 83-85).

The prt)gram has been evaluated continuously and rig( w

ously hy a combinat k)n of methods including outside con-
sultants, participant evaluations, surveys of curriculum use,
and systemwide quantifiable questionnaire's. I3y all indications,
the program is highly successtill. Vivian reports that teachers
claim improved morale and increased expectations for student
perkwmance which, in turn, precipitates imprt wed student
performance (Vivian 1985b, p. 86).

In additkm to reporting its overall success, Ascher cautions
that the program appears to have no focus on "developing
new and effective pedagogy," despite its locatkm in a city in
which live large percentages of black or Hispanic students
whose families also receive public assistance (1988, p. 20).

The program has been funded from a variety of sources
including the university, the New Haven Public Schools, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, and other ft)unda-
tk)ns and corporations. In order to soliditY the collaboratio
Yak' has embarked upon a program of fundraising; the goat
is to create a $34 millk in endowment to support the institute.

The Stockton Connection
The Stockton Connection,* begun in 1981, is a partnership
between Stockton (NJ.) State College and several central New
jersey school districts. It is included here as much for its pro
gram design and outcomes as for its refreshingly honest, self-
analytical approach. The program began wheil several Stock-
ton State faculty members concluded that the inno-
vative interdisciplinary general-educatkm approach to liberal
arts education and the college's basic skills approach cen-
tering on the development of higher.order thinking skills
might be used appropriately with precollege students. Accord-
ingly, after finding "some modicum of success" in one school
district, the college elmvinced that district as well as another

!shx..kton ( .1 mum lk Ill, 'smckton Stale (:(111e)e. jimmy Leeds Rd.. PH110111:1,

NJ 082.II): 1(0)1652 1"-().
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to transfer their staff-development days over to the college
(Daly and Jassel 1985, pp. 92-93).

Teacher feedback indicated the results were less spectacular
than was hoped. Specifically, teachers cited several factors for
their dissatisfaction with the year's inservice effort. They said
they believe teacher participation should he voluntary, not
mandated; they wanted a greater emphasis on course content
rather than on instructional methodologies; they said scAttered
half days of training were not intensive enough to accomplish
the stated goals; and they showed little interest in the purely
academic questions raised by Stockton State faculty (Daly and
Jassel 1985, pp. 93-94).

In response to these concerns, staff development efforts
were changed significantly. The current model offers volun-
teers an intensive summer seminar week led by Stockton State
kiculty, with the major focus On recent academic develop-
ments in a variety of curriculum areas. Teachers then spend
a month in self-guided independent study and curriculum
development, seeking ways to incorporate this progress into
their instructional plans. The culminating summer event is
a second week-long intensive seminar during which the mate-
rials are shared, reviewed, and revised. Once the school year
begins, teachers test the materials, consuk with college faculty,
make additional revisions, and share the final results with col-
leagues from around the state during an annual March con-
ference organized by Stockton State (Wilbur, Linthert, and
Young 1987, p. 68).

Teacher participation in bom the seminars and the annual
conference have increased steadily each year. Evaluations indi-
cate that seminar participants believe the program is highly
effect ive and demanding (Daly and Jassel 1985, pp. 96-97).
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OTHER PARTNERSHIP AREAS

Partnerships between high schools and colleges can and do
take many forms. In addition to those already highlighted in
previous sections, several other forms are outlined below.
Some are very old, others still very much are in formatkm.
No recitation of partnership models ever can be complete,
however. Because partnerships can evolve at any time based
on local needs and because they are limited only by the
breadth of vision of local leadership, the state of the high
school-college partnership is never static.

Preservice Teacher Education Partnerships
Perhaps the oldest area of partnership between schcmls and
colleges, preservice training of wouki-be teachers has evolved
around the recognition that preparing teachers should in-
clude, at the very least, an opportunity for student teachers
to observe the practice by inservice professionals. In many
cases, of course, college students become involved in activ-
ities in addition to observation alone, including tutoring,
working with small groups, and whole class practice teaching.
Preservice teacher education partnerships would appear to
require a high degree of cooperation between schools and
colleges, hut historically such cooperation often has been
lacking. For example, the Holmes Group a consortium of
94 universities involved in teacher education which has
recommended creating "professional-development schools"
for preservice teacher training, has stated that in order for
these centers to be successful. teachers will have to set aside
their traditkmal skepticism about the value of assistance from
the ivory tower (Olson 1988, p. 5).

More recently, John Goc)dlad has characterized the place-
ment of student teachers in schools as haphazard-----based
more on convenience than design (Olson 1990, p. 12). He
also has klentified "serious disjunctures . . . betweenwthe
campus-based portion and the school-based portion" of
teacher education programs (Goodlad May 1990, p. 701).

In addition to the Holmes Group's proposal for pru
fessional-development schools, Goodlad's extenskm of the
mi wept in what he calls Centers of Pedagogy (Goodlad 1990)
and Irvin's suggestion of a return to a modern-day collabor-
ative adaptatkm of the singk -purpose normal school ( 1990.
pp 622-624), others around the country have sought to create
doser ties between universities and schools. One exemplary
model originates at Cleveland State 1Iniversity.

1k41) Sthool-College Partnersidps
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Cleveland State University's Teacher Training Centers
The four main goals of the Teacher Training Centers* are to
develop 1) congruence between university instruction and
classroom practk:e; 2) communication between school and
university, including shared decision making; 3) a corps of
committed classroom teachers who view participation in field
experiences as an opportunity for growth; and 4) effective
superviskm of students' field experiences (Wilbur, lambert,
and Young 1987, p. 60).

Preservice collew students are placed in six teacher training
centers in urban and suburban settings. The heavy involve-
ment of teacher practitioners in the governance of the centers,
as \'ell as thr igh their roles as Classroom Teacher Educators
(CIEs), makes this program different from many others. The
CTEs are specially trained through graduate courses in the
supervision of student teachers. They serve as cooperating
teachers, mentors, and resources to the student teachers who
work with them and frequently are invited to teach at the uni-
versity as well. Unlike most models of student teacher place-
ment in which a university representative has authority over
a student teacher, the CTEs exercise complete line authority
over their college students (Wilbur, Ltmbert, and Young 1987,
pp. 60-61).

Mentoring/Tutoring
It sometimes is difficult to distinguish between tutoring and
mentoring programs. The former typically espouse a primary
goal of assisting tutees iii achieving greater competency in
:t subject area or more often a skill area such as reading. The
latter often :tspire to provide mentees with caring, successful,
positive role models with whom they can identify and emu-
Lite. In practice, prt)grams often attempt to combine elements
of both approaches.

Because colleges and universities often can provide a
stairce of educated, skilled, motivated, and committed stu-
dents, it seems It )gical that these institutk his often participate
with high schools in mentoring/tutoring programs. This is
especially true in designs aimed at minority, inner-city, at
risk high scht )01 students for whtmi an abundance of positive
rt)le models too often is unavailable.

*Tcachcr '16ining Centvrs Classn Educaturs Program. Rh( des
Thwer sit 13-04, develand, 01 +1115; I 216) ()8' 4616.



Mentoring and mentoring/tutoring models should he exam-
ined carefully, however, with respect to Outcomes. While these
pmgrams would appear to have a certain intuitive validity,
data that sLipports actual changes in mentee or tutee behavior
and, specifically, academic performance, t(R) often are lacking.
Those who promote and administer these programs would
do themselves and others a great service by better document-
ing the Outcomes of their efforts.

One pa:tnership, which has been jointly estahlished by the
City l!niversity of New York and the New York City Board of
Education, is highlighted here.

City University of New York (CUN1) and New York City
Board of Education's Student Mentoring Project
The paetnership of this project* began in 1985 with funding
pnwided hy the New York State legislature to expand the rela-
tionship between three CUNY colleges and four local high
schools (Ver, Gruber, and McMullan 1987, p. 97). The pro-
ject has grown to include 20 public high sdiools and 14 CAM
colleges.

The pn)jeces prals are to pn wide tutoring and mentoring
to increase retention rates of high school students with aca-
demic difficulties; to provide college students as positive peer
nuxIds; to pn wide (Tp()rtunities for public service to college
students while introducing them to teaching careers; and to
recruit students for the colleges (Wert Gruber, and McMu!lan
1987, Pp. 97-98 ).

The college students are volunteers, but they may receive
MUM.' credit for their work. In additkm, they are trained to
he effective tutors and mentors (City l!niversity of New York
1985). A mentor handbook has been devek Ted for use in
conjunction with the mentor training experience ( Kwalick
et al 1988).

Students who are served by the mentors show many signs
of being pc Aential dropouts: 66.1 percent are poor; absen-
teeism is high, with each mentee averaging 12 days of ab-
sences prior to program involvement; and .40 percent of ninth
graders and 55 percent of tenth graders show reading scores
registering at the elementary sch(s)I level. Most mentees arc
16 vars old or younger (Wert Gruber. and McMullan 1987,
pp. v. viii ).

*mtitIvni Munturing Ikujed. City l'hiversity of New Thrk. 351 West 181h St.
Room 236. New liwk, NY 10011: (212 ) (115 .11.11.
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Mentors themsdves range in age from 18 to their late 50s.
In some cases, the ethnicity of the mentees and mentors par-
allel each other; in other cases, marked differences exist.
Seventy-five percent of mentors are women, 50 percent are
black, and 25 percent are Hispanic (ly ler, Gruber, and McMul-
lan 1987, pp. 101-102).

In addition to cooperating at the CUNYBoard of Education
institutional planning level, site coordinators at the colleges
and high schools are encouraged to display initiative in
administrating and designing the program at each kvation.
Thus, programs vary greatly from site to site.

Many observers and participants agree that the program
can be improved. The issue of the role of tutoring in skills
areas as part of the mentoring process is of particular concern.
In many cases, programs have emphasized interpersonal rela-
tions and personal decision making at the expense, some say,
of remedial work. On the positive side, the more than 200

mentees report receiving significant help from mentors in
working out their personal problems and 60 percent of men-
tees report that mentors helped them in setting personal
goals. Nearly 90 percent of the high school students say they
would recommend the program to a friend; 80 percent say
they would join the program again if given the opportunity
(Tyler, Gruber, and McMullan 1987, pp. 116-120).

The CUM/Board of Education Student Mentoring Project
shows an obvious, if not wholly intentional, overlap between
mentoring and tutoring. However, the Kenmore Project, dc
scribed next, displays a greater unity of purpose.

the Kenmore High School/University of Akron
Kenmore Prqect
Th.! Kenn we Project,* initiated in 1984, is a partnership with
a clel;r focus; It is a high school and a university collaborating
to support the high school's writing program by utilizing
college-student volunteers.

College students involved in the project all are enrolled
in an English instructional methodo;ogy course which meets
at least one session a week at the higi school. In 'addition
to the standard course work and lectures, students observe
high school English classes, tutor high school students in writ-

'The Kenmore Project, UniveNity ot Akron, Akron, Olt .14325; (216) 375
()97
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ing, grade papers, meet with teachers, and lead discussion

groups. Students also are assigned to observe a regular English

class for a semester. Through this class, they observe the
teacher on a continuing basis, meet with students one to one,
and participate in course planning.

College students also can volunteer to work alongside reg-
ular teachers in the high school's writing lab in which the stu-

dents can opt for additional nonremedial assistance in their

writing deveh)pment.
For the college students, the Kenmore Project provides an

opportunity to really undersund what teaching English is all

about. Also, it provides a laboratory for the students in which
they can compare and contrast what they are learning in their

college methodolk class with the realities they see before
them each day in the high school English classroom. The high

school and its students, on the other hand, reap the benefits
of 20 or more eager helpers to support its writing program.

The Kenmore Project in 1985 was declared a "Center of
Excellence" by the National Conference of Teachers of English
(Wilbur, Lambert, and Young 1987, p. 89).

Partnerships for School Improvement or Restructuring
Several examples reflect partnerships whose principal goal
is to improve or restructure an existing school or set of
schools. In some cases, the partnerships operate at a statewide
level; in others, the focus might be a city or suburban school
system or a sub-set of those schools. In fewer cases, the move-

ment is national in scope.

Local reform partnerships

The Boston Compact. The Boston Compact,* unlike most
of the other partnerships discussed previously, began as a
joint project of a troubled public school system and business
leaders (Gross 1988, p. ). The compact wa.s formed in 1982,
when Boston was still reeling from its attempts at responding
to court-ordered desegregatitm. The terms of the compact,
signed Sept. 22, 1982, called for the public schools to improve
attendance, reduce the dropout rate, and improve skills
achievement. In exchange, the business comnninity agreed
to hire more high school graduates and provide summer

*The Boston Compact, 110 Tremont St., Iustun. NtA 02125; (0171 726-6200.
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employment opportunities to high school students who were
still in school.

In November 1983, the compact added an agreement with
a group which represented the Boston area's major colleges
and universities, committing these schools to increased enroll-
ment targets for the graduates of Boston's high schools. In
1984, 27 trade unk)ns also joined the compact, pledging posi
tions in apprenticeships.

Although the role initially delineated for the colleges af
universities merely was to accept more high school graduates
from the Boston schools, their participation actually grew to
include project participation in several compact activities,
including "Compact Ventures." This initiative was aimed at
high.risk ninth graders and involved, among many other
aspects, college-student volunteers who provided tutoring
and mentoring.

Evaluation of the program has revealed that between 1982
and 1985, attendance improved along with academic achieve-
met it. While a few exceptions arc noted, the dropout rates
of most lehools have remained high at 16 percent, despite
interventions. Job placement goals have been mei or
surpassed.

Funding fin. the Boston Compact came from a variety of
sources including the Massachusetts Office of Economic
Affairs, and local businemes, iiniversities, and labor unions
provided hinds and contributed work (Orr 1987, pp. 177.188).

Other partnerships have sought to bring school systems
and universities together to create iinprecedented governance
systems. One such example is the relationship between
li()ston 1.!niversity and the Chelsea. Mass.. public schools,
through .which the university administers the schools under
a mailagement contract. A sco;nd far-reaching effort is the
alliance between a Col(wado ,ch( l district and the l!niversity
()I' Southern Co!orado, described lb-v.

University of Southern Colorado/School District 60
Alliance. ln a plan* that began operati(m in July 1991,
Edmund Villejo, the superintendent of the 18,000-student Col-
orado School f)istrict 60 in Pueblo, beorne a vice presidetn
of the 4,300 student University of Southern Colorado. As vice

'ilk ctsity )1. S mthern (*At waLk) Sick )ol i )lhirk; (4) Athance, I 'nivel-say (1.
S)uthern Colorado. 2200 lionfOrle lIvtI.. Puchh). CO 810011( -191 5-49 2300.
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president, he reports both to the university's president, Robert
Shirley, and to the school district's hoard of education.

The goals of this rather unusual venture are to develop
closer curricular coordination between the institutkms, as well
as to seek creative ways to use college and public school
teachers. In additkm, the university president is expected to
play a signitkant role along with the superintendent and the
board of education in goal setting, budgeting, strategic plan-
ning, and developing "a system for rewarding or penalizing
schools based on their performance" (Bradley 1990, p. 5).

It is hoped that these actions will result in improved aca-
demic performanceespecially for the district's Hispanic pop-
ulationin the Pueblo school district. The university, which
is administered under that state's department of agriculture,
expects to benefit in that its education majors are permitted
to use the public schools for intensive preservice experiences.
While the education students will receive the most immediate
benefit, it is expected that other departments at the university
also will play significant roles in the project.

Other benefits that might he realiz.ed by the university are
increased student recruitment from the school district and
better skills preparatkm for incoming students, leading to
hiwered costs for remedial services upon admission to the
university.

Colorado's governor, legislators, and officials of the state
educatk n i department have expressed support fim. the alliance.
Their cooperation will be necessary to secure waivers from
regulations. For example, if university faculty teach in the pub-
lic schools without traditional public school certificatkin,
waiver will be required. Another possible area of exception
would be created if, upon the retirement of the superinten-
dent, the school hoard decided to hire a university adinin-
istrator or a business p-rson as superintendent rather than
a more traditionally qual;fied candidate.

Statewide reform partnerships
Many examples of statewide reform efforts involving schools
and universities could be cited. `IWo ongoing efforts are
those of California's Achievement Council and Mississippi's
Pniject '95.

High Scbool-Collew Parnwrships
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California's Achievement Council. The Achievement
Council, Inc.,* is noted for its clarkm call for the integration
of public and private resources in order to better serve the
predominantly Hispanic, black, and low-income student pop.
ulatkm of its public schools. In a series of reports, the council
suggests strategies to address the gaps in the education of the
state's minority and poor students (Haycock and Navarro
1988). It advocates public and private ventures, university
school,partnerships, and local and regional systematic plan-
ning, among other techniques; the focus typically is on stu-
dent academic achievement in school (Haycock and Brown
1984).

The council's recommendations have been adopted in
many locales throughout the state, including the Los Angeles
Unified School District, which had experienced a 43 percent
attrition rate in its schools. The district's Dropout Prevention
and Recovery program (DPR), which was piloted in 1985-86
in 24 ekmentary, junior high, and high schools, incorporated
many of the Achievement Council proposals (Los Angeles Uni-

fied School District 1986).

Mississippi's Project '95. Begun in spring 1990, Project '951-
represents an attempt to get Mississippi's three major public
education governing bodiesthe Board of austees of State
Institutions of Higher Learning, the State Board for Commu-
nity and Junk)r Colleges, and the State Board of Education--
to work more cohesively to raise standards throughout the
state at all levels of education. Specifically, the state was con-
cerned with the fragmented, loosely governed nature of its
educational system, in which each constituency had its own
mission and educational philosophy (Southerland, Le()nard,

Edwards, and Hutto 1990, p. 1). The current lack of articu-
lation is not, of course, unique to Mississippi; what is unique
is the state's apparent willingness to address it in such a forth-

right manner.
Project '95's three major goals are 1) to bridge the academic

gap between high school and college and to accentuate
teacher training and retraining with special emphasis on high
schools; 2) to make college and university programs more
accessible and attractive to minority students; and 3 ) to
strengthen college and university admissions requirements

*.nic Achievement Council, Inc.. 1016 Castro St.. Oakland, (A 9-1607.

tject .95. lust RIO( tits if 1 hgher Ititigem ltd.lackst tn.

MS 39211 (HS3; ( 6011 982 645-,
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by the year 1995, placing a new emphasis on academic con-
tent (Board of nustees of State Instituti)ns of Higher Learning,
State Board for Community and Junior Colleges, and State
Board of Education 1990).

In order to achieve these goals, a variety of special projects
have been planned, including collaborative min: grants,
regional financial and publicity campaigns, regional financial
aid workshops, Title II summer institutes, and participation
in the College Board's Educational EQuality (EQ) Project.
Project kaders also have prepared a draft of new, streng-
thened admissions requirements for community colleges and
universities.

Nationwide reform partnerships
Several nationwide efforts at school-college partnerships have
been organized. One is the National Network for Educational
Renewal, aimed chiefly at affecting state policy makers (Gxxl-
lad 1988). A second is the Coalition of Essential Schools, led
by Theodore Sizer, which began as a partnership between
Brown University and schools in Rhode Island and Massa-
chusetts and which more recently Ills grown to include local
affiliates throughout the nation (Sizer). Member schools must
agree to adhee to the principles that have grown out of Sizer's
research into sch(ml inlprovement, developed at Brown
(Ascher 1988, p. 26; Sizer 1984).

Another significant effort is the Council of Chief State
Scho()I Officers' School/College Collaboration Project. Begun
in 1983 and funded continvously since then by the Mellon
Foundation, the project has shifted its focus several times
since inceptkm. Starting with a thrust toward encouraging
college-school collaborative projects through a program of
local mini-grants, the emphasis then shifted to projects aimed
at teacher education. The latest concentration has been on
improving teaching for at-risk populations in inner cities and
isolated rural areas (Council of Chief State School Officers
1988; Ascher 1988, p. 28).

Of all the national projects, however, perhaps none has
been so sweeping or as well known as the EQ Models Pro-
gram for Sch(ml-College Collaboration of the College Board's
Educational EQuality (EQ) Project, described next.
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EQ Models Program for School-College Collaboration.
The EQ Models Program for School-College Collaboration*
is an important component of the College Board's Educational
EQuality (EQ) Project, launched in 1980. The project's long-
term goals are to improve the quality of secondary education
and to ensure equal access to postsecondary education for
all students (College Board Annual Rep)rt 1989, p. 23).
Among its major outcomes are the publication of six books
highlighting recommendations for the college.preparatory
high school curriculum (College Board 1983). The Educa-
titnial EQuality Project also has commissioned research into
quality teaching and learning, among other subjects, and
sponsored colloquia on allied topics.

The EQ Models Program for School.College Collaboration
began in May of 1987 with a conlet _me which included repre-
sentatives of 18 pairs of schools and colleges. This network
has grown to embrace 125 school systems or individual high
schools and 60 colleges and universities (College Board
1987).

The models, while otherwise differing widely, have five

cmmon characteristics: school-college partnerships, at-risk
students, impnwed academic preparation of students through
curricular and instructional emphases, use of high school and
college expertise and other ctnamunity resources to impnwe
student academic achievement, and discussion of experience's
and results with others (Wilbur, 1.ambert, and Young 1987,
p, 77).

The schools and colleges in the program represent both
public and private institutions; regional, racial, ethnic, and
financial diversity; and a blend of urban, suburban, and rural
areas. Ascher rept wts that "the activities of the individual part
nerships comprise student outreach and support . . . teacher
professional devekTment, curriculum improvement, parent
and community outreach, and research" (1988, p. 27). She
also ciics several case studies that have been sponsored by
the project, including Adelman 1988, Sosniak 1988, and Van
De Water 1988.

*1.1(,) M(Klek Pit wain I( r Sclum )1 C(Illege CA )1 lab( wati( )n, Office of Academic

Alla;rs, The CAlege Pmard, -15 Columbus Ave., New Thrk, NY 10020917:
( 212) 858 2800.
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CONCLUSION

Summary and Review
It is clear an increased awareness of high schoolcollege part-
nerships exists, especially in the higher education community.
This is evident in the increased numbers of partnerships, leg-
islative activity, publications, news reports, foundation and
agency support, and conferences and panels devoted to the
subject.

While the roots of the (often strained) relationships
between high schools and colleges go hack two centuries or
more, the closer collaboratic.i successful partnerships require
is a relatively I ecent phtmomenon.

Many reasons explain this burgeoning interest, including
a changing student population, a more democratic higher edu-
cation admissions policy, students' frequent lack of skills pre-
paredness, an increasing awareness for the need for new mod-
els of inservice staff development for high sclu}ol teachers,
and greater competition in college-student recruitment. Addi-
tionally, awareness of the need for enhanced articulation
between levels of institutions by administrators, parents, and
state education department officials has increased, as has the
awareness that the challenges confronting contemporary sec-
ondary educationespecially atrisk students, women, and
minorities--require a community of effort in which colleges
have been asked to play a much larger role than previously
reserved for them.

As a result of these and other factors, a variety of partnership
forms have developed. Examples include concurrent-
enrollment programs such as the College Boards Advanced
Placement Program and Syracuse Itniversity's Project Advance,
both for well-above-average students; laGuardia Commuility
College's Middle College High School and Florida Interna
tionars Partners in Progress Program, for students at risk; and
Minnesota's Postsecondary Enrollment Options Program, for
students of all ability levels, are just a few examples of such
programs.

Other partnerships focus on enrichment, compensatory,
and motivational concerns. These models are typified hy pro-
grams such as the University of California's MESA program,
Colorado Community College's Partners program, the Center
fin. the Advancement of Academically Talented Youth at Johns
fiopkins l'niversity, and the University of St. Louis Partnership
for Progress Bridge Program.

Many partnerships have taken the form of academic 'Ali'
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ances and othe- kinds of teacher-nyteacher partnerships.
Examples are the Greater Bostoil Foreign Language Collabor-
ative, an excellent example of the academic alliince move-
Ment; the Natkmal \Tilting Project; the Atlanta Public Schools
Project with the National Faculty; and the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute.

Other partnerships have developed in the areas of pre-
service teacher education (such as Cleveland State University's
teacher training centers), mentoring/tutoring programs (the
University of Akron's Kenmore Project, for example), and part-
nerships which have as their objective school improvement
or restructuring (such as Mississippi's Project '95 and the Col-
lege Board's EQ Models Program for School-College
Collaboration).

The movement toward partnerships has not been without
its inherent impediments, however. Chief among these have
been the long-recognized cultural discontinuities between
high schools and colleges that have sprung from differences
in institutional funding and resources, the student bodies,
teachers and teaching (including teaching load, student char-
acteristics, source and availability of materials of instruction,
academic freedom, salaries and vacations, teaching amenities,
teaching qualifications, valuing performance, and rewards),
faculty roles in decision making, and institutional leadership
style. Each of these factorsat one time or another, when
not adequately consideredhas led to mistrust, institutional
and/or individual jealousy, an inability to produce a common
agenda, and failure.

Recommendations for Future Practice
In spite of these impediments, interest in establishing part-
nerships is increasing. What issues and actions should an insti-
tutkin consider when contemplating involvement in partner-
ships with high schools?

Identify the student pqmlation and program got& Since
many different partnership models are possible and each has
its own strengths and limitations, the most important deci-
sions are identifying the student body and the program goals.
Once this information is identified, other decisions will fall
into place.

In s( nue respects, these initial decisions might define the
nature and level of community support the program will
receive, and this might affect institutional decision making.



Sonic institutions have solved this dilemma by setting up sev-

eral programs--each with its own special target group.

COntact local high schools and school districts With tile

exception of a few national efforts, most partnerships are local

or regional in nature. In any case, often the best way to initiate

a successful program is to start locally within the secondary

and postsecondary school community of interest.

Another advantage of a local liaison is that lines of com-

munication, if only between people from a college

admissions-services staff and high school college counseling

personnel, probably already exist. Networking can be very

important in setting up a new collaborative venture; it always

is easier to build on relationships than to rely on building

new ones.
It is crucial to consider why high schools might want to

become involved in dualenrollment plans. It is imperative

that higher education leaders know these reasons and under-

stand the natural distrust with which high school personnel

often regard the motives of colleges seeking linkages. There-

fore, any consideration of institution-to-institution partner-
ships must begin by considering the commitment of insti-

tutional leadership. This particularly is true in the case of high

sclux)l-c()Ilege partnerships. College presidents and high

school principals must manifest their bilateral interest in the

collaborative process if success is to be regarded as a realistic

possibility.
Since the mission and the student body of a community

or junior college, a major research university, a highly selec-

tive liberal arts college, or a selective engineering school dif-

fer so markedly, choosing an appropriate high Khool and tar-

get IN }pulation within a high school also can be very

important in meeting program objectives.
Of course, some high schools previously have established

partnerships with colleges. Others might be willing to do so,

especially if the advantages to the high school are evident.

A good place to initiate a dialogue is with either the super-

intendent of schools or the high school principal.

Determipw costs. Costs are associated with the start-up of

every new program; costs are associated with sustaining the

program, as well. No hard and fast rules exist to say which

program model is the most cost efficient--each is a special

blend of costs and benefits. A realistic approach is to evaluate

MO School -College Partnerships
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the likely costs based on the implementation of the model
or models identified.

Among those to consider are the following: program admin-
istration, local and regional travel, printing recruitment mate-
rials, student testing, counseling, application fees, transcript
fees, student tuition, scholarships based on need and/or abil-
ity, staff development, curriculum devekpment, instructkmal
materials and supplies, college text books, smaller-than.
average class size, teacher personncl costs, student evaluation,
space, and program evaluatk)n.

Sources of support also should be considered, including
the school district, students and parents, the college, the state
educatkm department, legislative grants and laws, founda-
tk)ns, and endowments.

Political, economic, and legal consideratkms also affect the
analysis. For example, some states might not permit students
in public school settings to pay tuition for a college class
taken as part of their regular high school instructional day.
In other states, this practice might be permitted as long as
participation is voluntary. In still other localities, the practice
might be acceptable .as long as financial aid is available to stu-
dents from low-income families. A kw states solve the prob-
lem by paying the tuition for all students from state funds--
either channeling payments directly to students or, more
likely, to cooperating colleges or local school districts.

Develop community support. Even after investigating all the
factors discussed previously, a college still must face the chal-
lenge of selling its community on the merits of the program
model(s) selected,

Building support for the program in the high school com-
munity is a second consideration. Parents might be solicited
tlm)ugh directmail efforts by the high sch( or the college,
or both. News releases to community newspapers often are
used to raise community consciousness about a program.
Allother efkctive medium is a meeting for parents in which
the im)gram's benefits are explained.

All such efforts should stress those elements which will
appeal to parents in the ccaimunitylN,hile honestly repre-
senting what inv(Avement means and does not mean. Program
-osts to iv borne by parents must he clearly described.

It is vital that tentative or unsupportable claims aren't made.
"IWo examples: In a new concurrent-enrollment program, it
typically is unclear how credits earned through the program



will transfer to other colleges. This must he made clear.
Although it generally is true that a precollegiate record of
college-level accomplishment will help with admission to
more selective colleges, this cannot be guaranteed.

Evaluate for Program Improvement Often in the enthu-
siasm to start a new program, a most critical element in long-
range success is overlooked: program evaluation. Program
evaluation ought to he considered early in the life of a part-
nership program. For one, both colleges and school districts
will %AM to see evidence that their investment of resources
is justified. And, in order for a program director to improve
a program, it is necessary to implement some means of eval-
uating that program.

Evaluation can and should include many factors, popula-
tions, and techniques. Factors to examine, depending upon
program goals, might include the following: academic
achievement, degree of satisfactitm with p1;)gram elements,
transferability of credit, attendance, costs, quality of instruc-
ti( n, number and demt)graphy of students participating, num-
her of college credits and classes registered for through pro-
grams, college applicatkm rate of prt)grant participants,
pt)stsecondary prt)gram-participant performance, and partic-
ipant satisfactkm.

A variety of techniques may be used to conduct program
evaluation. Standardized tests, pretests and posttests, stir' !ys,
questionnaires, statistical data analysis, and interviews wall
program participants are among the most common evaluation
technkjues.

While the natural tendency is to evaluate the effect of pro-
gram intervention on participants, other significant constit-
uencies also may be taken into account. High school and col-
lege teachers and administrators, parents, school board
members, college admissions officers. and community-
Tin km leaders should he included as valuable data sources.

Many times, the most successeill evaluation design consists
of a consortium approach through which many interested par-
ties combine their efforts and pt rspectives to more thoroughly
evaluate the program than ea..:h pJty alone might have been
able to achieve.

Recommendations for Future Research
Because the field of high school-college partnerships still is
actively developing, significant research issues remain to he
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addressed. These issues tend to fall into three major areas:
descriptive, analysis of process, and analysis of outcomes.

Descriptive research
The field of high schoolcollege partnerships is boat youthful
and dynamic. As a result, most knowledge about the extent
of these partnership practices is either secondhand or an often
informal estimate. Even major efforts at counting, describing,
and categorizing the phenomena rely heavily on self-reporting
rather than on Ile expertise of outside researchers. It doesn't
help that partnerships fall on beth sides of the great divide
between high schools and collegesthereby theoretically
representing Interest to both secondaty- and pastsecondary-
education researchers. In actuality, however, the topics are
the province of neither.

In addition to ambitious efforts already under way, we
need, then, a more comprehensive national census of high
school-college partnershipsone that can assure that all
extant models and programs will he counted and cataloged.

We need to know a great deal more about the demography
of these efforts. What kinds of institutions initiate them? How
are they funded? What are the characteristicsgender, eth-
nicity, age, achievement, experience, income, educational
attainment, and skillsof program participants? When were
programs founded? What are the characteristics of the
services?

Ana Osis of process
Along with the need to more comprehensively catalog high
school-college partnerships, we have a concomitant need to
gain greater insight into the process of their creation, oper-
ation, and, if it should occur, their demise. Only now is a body
of research beginning to emerge which attempts to document
the process by which colleges and high schools work
together. The distinction between cooperation and collab-
oration, for example, is one outcome.

We must understand the effects of cultural discontinuity,
which seems constantly to pull at the fabric of a partnership
even as its cmperants would attempt to weave it. Sociologists
or cultural anthropologists might have much to discuss about
this topic.

Another possible research area is the initiation process of
partnerships. How are they initiated, by whom, and for what
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reasons? What local, regional, or national dynamics set these
initiatives into motion? What are the roles played by educv
tional reformers, national mociations, agencies and foun
dations in promoting this process? Would a lack of interest
by these entities reflect a possible waning of interest at the
institutional level or, perhaps, precipitate it?

When operational, how do these programs function? What
are their governance structures? What is the interplay between
poky making and administrative practice? Are the programs,
even if One amumes they collat.watively have been planned,
collaboratively operated? Need they be?

When partnership programs are discontinued, what are the
reasons? Who is involved in making the decision to pull the
plug? These and many other questions of process need to be
investigated by serious researchers. Too much of what we
know today about the process is the result of interested self
reporting. We need additional, less subjective observers to
help provide a more complete picture.

Anabtsis of outcomes
Again, as might be expected because of the relatively short
peried of time many high sehod-partnerships have existed,
research into the outcomes of many partnerships has been
limited. Advanced Placement, Project Advance, College Now,
Middle College, the National Writing Project, Johns Hopkins'
CTY, the Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute, and others have
generated a large body of outcome-based data. But these truly
are exceptions.

Most "model" programs, indeed, receive this appellation
because of reputational reports, because they are sponsored
and vorted by prominent organitations, because they
fill a certain definitional or categorical niche. None of these
explanations undermines the probable outstanding worth
of such programs; at the same time, these accolades tend all
too often to obscure the need for outcome analysis.

We need more complete data on what happens to program
participants before, during, and after their involvement with
a partnership. Do teachers in any particular teacher-to-teacher
partnership feel better 'thout themselves during participation?
If so, how long does t' IN effect last? If not, why? Does program
satisfaction ultimately translate into changed teaching prac-
tices? Do their students consequently perform better, exhibit
greater imight, change their hwels of conceptualization, or
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master the subject content or skills better?
We need to gain insight, as well, into the tong- and short-

term effects, if any, of these programs on their sponsoring
institutions, on surrounding communities, and on other pro-

gram participants and contributors. What are the implications
for staff development, curriculum, institutional planning,
school reform and restructuring, student and teacher recruit-

ment, interinstitutional governance, and local, state, regional,
and national social and education policy?

Unless a sound sense of the realistic anticipated outcomes
of high school-college partnerships can be established, their
future viability cannot be assured; nor, perhaps, can they even
appropriately be justified apart from the accounts of their
many and still increasing supporters.

8,4
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